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Abstract
Global maps of Jupiter’s atmospheric temperatures, gaseous composition and aerosol opacity are derived from a programme
of 5-20 µm mid-infrared spectroscopic observations using the Texas Echelon Cross Echelle Spectrograph (TEXES) on NASA’s
Infrared Telescope Facility (IRTF). Image cubes from December 2014 in eight spectral channels, with spectral resolutions of
R ∼ 2000 − 12000 and spatial resolutions of 2 − 4◦ latitude, are inverted to generate 3D maps of tropospheric and stratospheric
temperatures, 2D maps of upper tropospheric aerosols, phosphine and ammonia, and 2D maps of stratospheric ethane and acetylene.
The results are compared to a re-analysis of Cassini Composite Infrared Spectrometer (CIRS) observations acquired during Cassini’s
closest approach to Jupiter in December 2000, demonstrating that this new archive of ground-based mapping spectroscopy can
match and surpass the quality of previous investigations, and will permit future studies of Jupiter’s evolving atmosphere. The
visibility of cool zones and warm belts varies from channel to channel, suggesting complex vertical variations from the radiatively-
controlled upper troposphere to the convective mid-troposphere. We identify mid-infrared signatures of Jupiter’s 5-µm hotspots
via simultaneous M, N and Q-band observations, which are interpreted as temperature and ammonia variations in the northern
Equatorial Zone and on the edge of the North Equatorial Belt (NEB). Equatorial plumes enriched in NH3 gas are located south-
east of NH3-desiccated ‘hotspots’ on the edge of the NEB. Comparison of the hotspot locations in several channels across the
5-20 µm range indicate that these anomalous regions tilt westward with altitude. Aerosols and PH3 are both enriched at the
equator but are not co-located with the NH3 plumes. The equatorial temperature minimum and PH3/aerosol maxima have varied
in amplitude over time, possibly as a result of periodic equatorial brightenings and the fresh updrafts of disequilibrium material.
Temperate mid-latitudes display a correlation between mid-IR aerosol opacity and the white albedo features in visible light (i.e.,
zones). We find hemispheric asymmetries in the distribution of tropospheric PH3, stratospheric hydrocarbons and the 2D wind
field (estimated via the thermal-wind equation) that suggest a differing efficiency of mechanical forcing (e.g., vertical mixing
and wave propagation) between the two hemispheres that we argue is driven by dynamics rather than Jupiter’s small seasonal
cycle. Jupiter’s stratosphere is notably warmer at northern mid-latitudes than in the south in both 2000 and 2014, although the
latter can be largely attributed to strong thermal wave activity near 30◦N that dominates the 2014 stratospheric maps and may be
responsible for elevated C2H2 in the northern hemisphere. A vertically-variable pattern of temperature and windshear minima and
maxima associated with Jupiter’s Quasi Quadrennial Oscillation (QQO) is observed at the equator in both datasets, although the
contrasts were more subdued in 2014. Large-scale equator-to-pole gradients in ethane and acetylene are superimposed on top of
the mid-latitude mechanically-driven maxima, with C2H2 decreasing from equator to pole and C2H6 showing a polar enhancement,
consistent with a radiatively-controlled circulation from low to high latitudes. Cold polar vortices beyond ∼ 60◦ latitude can be
identified in the upper tropospheric and lower stratospheric temperature maps, suggesting enhanced radiative cooling from polar
aerosols. Finally, compositional mapping of the Great Red Spot confirms the local enhancements in PH3 and aerosols, the north-
south asymmetry in NH3 gas and the presence of a warm southern periphery that have been noted by previous authors.
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1. Introduction
Thermal infrared sounding of Jupiter provides a rich re-
source for investigation of the dynamical, chemical and cloud-
forming processes shaping the three-dimensional structure of
Email address: leigh.fletcher@leicester.ac.uk (Leigh N.
Fletcher)
the planet’s atmosphere. The 5-25 µm region provides access
to a host of spectral absorption and emission features, super-
imposed onto a continuum of hydrogen-helium emission and
aerosol opacity, from which we can determine the horizon-
tal and vertical distributions of temperature, composition and
aerosol structures from the churning cloud tops to the overlying
stratosphere. Spatially-resolved thermal mapping from Voy-
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ager, Galileo and Cassini allowed us to explore the connection
between the dynamic activity observed in the cloud-forming re-
gion and the relatively unexplored circulation and chemistry of
the middle atmosphere (upper troposphere and stratosphere).
However, instruments to exploit this spectral range are absent
from future missions to Jupiter, including the upcoming Juno
spacecraft. In this study we report on a regular programme
of spectroscopic mapping observations from NASA’s Infrared
Telescope Facility (IRTF), aiming to match and surpass the ca-
pabilities of previous spacecraft thermal-IR observations to pro-
vide a new database for investigators studying Jovian climate,
dynamics and chemistry. Our aim is to bridge the observational
gap in IR spectroscopy between the Cassini and Juno epochs
(2000 and 2016, respectively).
Multi-wavelength imaging in narrow-band filters covering
the 5-25 µm spectral range (including those from the Galileo
photopolarimeter-radiometer instrument, Orton et al., 1996)
have proven highly effective in constraining atmospheric tem-
peratures at discrete pressure levels, and data amassed over sev-
eral decades have revealed: (i) tropical variability associated
with stratospheric wind and temperature oscillations (analogous
to Earth’s quasi-biennial oscillation, Orton et al., 1991; Leovy
et al., 1991; Orton et al., 1994; Friedson, 1999; Simon-Miller
et al., 2006b); (ii) belt/zone variability caused by the life cy-
cle of jovian ‘global upheavals’ (Rogers, 1995), particularly
the fade and revival cycle of the South Equatorial Belt (SEB,
Fletcher et al., 2011b); (iii) a characterisation of the Galileo
probe entry site as a region of uniquely powerful atmospheric
subsidence and desiccation (Orton et al., 1998; Ortiz et al.,
1998; Friedson, 2005); (iv) understanding of the thermal after-
math of large impact events (e.g., Harrington et al., 2004, and
references therein); and (v) the thermal structure and variability
of Jupiter’s large anticyclones like the Great Red Spot (Fletcher
et al., 2010b). Despite these successes, temperatures derived
from thermal imaging observations are subject to large degen-
eracies with chemical composition and cloud opacity (Fletcher
et al., 2009b), rendering the quantitative results highly uncer-
tain. Spatial mapping of tropospheric and stratospheric gases,
in particular, requires us to spectrally resolve the forest of ab-
sorption and emission features to derive abundances. It is this
deficiency in spectroscopy that our IRTF spectral programme
seeks to address.
Spatially resolved spectral maps of Jupiter have been pro-
vided by Voyager/IRIS (Infrared Radiometer and Spectrome-
ter, Hanel et al., 1977) and Cassini/CIRS (Composite Infrared
Spectrometer, Flasar et al., 2004a), but these were limited to
snapshots during brief flybys, so they failed to explore the tem-
poral variability of the thermal emission. Voyager-1 and -2
spectra (March and July 1979, respectively) have been pre-
sented as zonally averaged spectra for interpretation (Conrath
and Pirraglia, 1983; Conrath and Gierasch, 1984; Flasar et al.,
1981; Griffith et al., 1992; Carlson et al., 1992; Sada et al.,
1996; Conrath et al., 1998; Simon-Miller et al., 2000), al-
though sparse longitudinally-resolved coverage was available
and has been used to investigate the Great Red Spot (Grif-
fith et al., 1992; Sada et al., 1996; Simon-Miller et al., 2002;
Read et al., 2006a) and the spatial distribution of water ice sig-
natures (Simon-Miller et al., 2000). Only the spectral maps
of Cassini/CIRS between December 2000 - January 2001 can
claim to have provided near-global coverage by sweeping its
detectors from north to south to generate multiple maps over ap-
proximately two weeks. The Cassini datasets have provided us
with tropospheric and stratospheric temperature maps (Flasar
et al., 2004a; Li et al., 2006), distributions of the disequilib-
rium species phosphine (PH3, Irwin et al., 2004; Fletcher et al.,
2009a, 2010b), distributions of ammonia, the key condensible
in Jupiter’s upper troposphere (Achterberg et al., 2006), cloud
opacity (Wong et al., 2004; Matcheva et al., 2005; Fletcher
et al., 2009a) and stratospheric hydrocarbons (Kunde et al.,
2004; Nixon et al., 2007, 2010; Zhang et al., 2013a). Tem-
poral variability of temperatures was observed during this close
flyby (Flasar et al., 2004a; Li et al., 2006), but no orbital mis-
sion has ever provided a long-term database to study this fourth
dimension.
The best hope for characterisation of the variability of the
thermal and chemical environment is therefore ground-based
spectroscopy, albeit limited to regions free of terrestrial con-
tamination (the M, N and Q bands near 5, 10 and 20 µm, re-
spectively). Ground-based spectroscopy permits the high spec-
tral resolutions required to resolve spectral line shapes. How-
ever, previous studies have focussed on discrete regions so
that spatio-spectral mapping is rare and global coverage has
not been previously published (Kostiuk et al., 1987; Livengood
et al., 1993; Sada et al., 1998; Fast et al., 2011; Fletcher et al.,
2011a). Observations from the IRSHELL spectrometer on the
IRTF (achieving spectral resolutions of R ≈ 10, 000, Lacy et al.,
1989) were employed to map Jupiter’s temperatures, clouds and
distributions of phosphine and ammonia in the 10 − 36◦S do-
main (Lara et al., 1998) in 1991, although only zonal-mean
cross-sections are shown. IRSHELL was subsequently used in
1994 to map emission surrounding the Shoemaker-Levy 9 im-
pact sites (Griffith et al., 1997; Bezard et al., 1997). IRSHELL
was retired in 1994 as a successor, TEXES (the Texas Eche-
lon Cross Echelle Spectrograph, Lacy et al., 2002) was devel-
oped as a visitor instrument for the IRTF. TEXES has been pre-
viously employed to trace the fate of HCN and H2O related
to the Shoemaker-Levy 9 impact (Griffith et al., 2004; Cavalie´
et al., 2013) and to determine Jupiter’s ammonia isotopologue
ratios (Fletcher et al., 2014). The current programme of TEXES
spatio-spectral mapping is described in Section 2, and the de-
velopment of a data reduction and spectral inversion pipeline
for TEXES data is described in Section 3. Having established
the methodology, we present global spatio-spectral maps of
Jupiter’s temperatures, tropospheric disequilibrium species and
condensible volatiles, tropospheric aerosol opacity and strato-
spheric hydrocarbon distributions in Section 5. The results are
compared to similar maps of Jupiter’s composition from the
Cassini flyby in 2000, showing that ground-based scan mapping
of Jupiter can now match, and in some cases surpass, spacecraft
flyby observations.
2
2. Data
The TEXES instrument (Texas Echelon Cross Echelle Spec-
trograph, Lacy et al., 2002) is a cross-dispersed grating spectro-
graph able to record spatially-resolved spectra throughout the
M (5 µm), N (7-13 µm) and Q (17-24 µm) bands. Fig. 1 com-
pares a synthetic spectrum of Jupiter to the Earth’s transmis-
sion windows: the Q band is shaped by the collision-induced
absorption of H2 and He from which we can determine upper
tropospheric temperatures; the N-band features broad absorp-
tion features of ammonia and phosphine, plus emission features
of methane (a probe of stratospheric temperatures), ethane and
acetylene (products of methane photolysis); and the M band
senses thermal emission from the mid-troposphere attenuated
by overlying clouds, hazes, PH3, NH3, CH3D and other minor
species. We focus on the N and Q bands in this study, with
initial results from the M band to be presented elsewhere (En-
crenaz et al., 2016).
Given that our primary targets are lines formed in the up-
per troposphere and lower stratosphere, pressure broadening
dominates and the maximum TEXES spectral resolution (R ≈
80, 000 in cross-dispersed mode) is not required. Our pro-
gramme uses medium (R ∼ 15, 000) and low (R ∼ 2000) spec-
tral resolutions, employing the 1.4 × 45-arcsecond slit to cover
the entire jovian disc at a series of distinct wavelength settings,
as described below. The lower spectral resolutions bypass the
echelon grating and simply use the echelle or first-order grating
as the disperser (Lacy et al., 2002), allowing the full slit length
to be imaged onto the 256 × 256 SiAs detector array.
TEXES was used in ‘scan mode,’ whereby we aligned the
slit along the celestial north-south and stepped from west to
east across the planet in 0.7” increments (Nyquist sampling the
1.4” slit width), with 2-second integrations at each step. We
did not align directly with Jupiter’s central meridian so that
any row/column defects on the detector could be readily dis-
tinguished from the banded structure of Jupiter. These scans
started and finished on blank sky to permit background subtrac-
tion from the on-source measurements. Scans in a particular
setting were repeated 2-4 times in quick succession to build
up signal-to-noise and minimise the risks of data loss due to
cosmic rays or detector defects, before moving on to the next
spectral setting. Unlike mid-infrared imaging, we do not use
the chopping secondary, using the off-target scan steps instead
of nodded pairs to remove the background. Given that Jupiter’s
10-hour rotation is longer than its visibility from the IRTF, we
requested groups of 2-3 consecutive nights in order to cover
as many jovian longitudes as possible in a short space of time,
building up near-complete maps of the planet. Typically 5-10
individual scan maps were obtained for each of the nine spec-
tral settings used in this study. This combination of the long
TEXES slit, efficient scan-mapping and calibration routines de-
veloped by the TEXES instrument scientists, and carefully-
selected spectral settings permits the global temperature and
composition mapping described in Section 5.
This global mapping programme has, to date, provided maps
in February 2013, October and December 2014, March and
November 2015, and January and April 2016. Each observing
run used a standard set of TEXES settings at low and medium
spectral resolutions, detailed in Table 1. Settings were chosen
based on their sensitivity to temperatures in a particular altitude
range or the presence of absorption/emission features in rela-
tively clear regions of the telluric transmission spectrum. Two
channels of the February 2013 dataset sensing tropospheric
NH3 were previously published by Fletcher et al. (2014). In
this study we use the full December 2014 dataset of nine chan-
nels, detailed in Table A.4-A.5 in Appendix Appendix A, ac-
quired over two nights (December 8th and 9th), as an excellent
example of the quality of the maps that can be derived from
TEXES data. A suite of 9 channels took approximately 70 min-
utes to acquire, and was cycled repeatedly over approximately
6-8 hours. December 8th focussed on 0−180◦W and December
9th focussed on 180 − 360◦W.
2.1. TEXES Data Processing
2.1.1. Radiometric and wavelength calibration
Target spectra were radiometrically calibrated and flat-
fielded using two observations of the sky emission and two ob-
servations of a room-temperature black body (a high-emissivity
metal chopper blade just above the entrance to the Dewar, tem-
perature Tblack), observed immediately prior to each scan. If we
assume that Tblack is approximately equal to the sky (Tsky) and
telescope (Ttel) temperatures, then the difference between the
black body and the sky observations can be used as the flat field
to account for both the telluric and instrument emission. The
calibrated target intensity Iν(target) is therefore given by (Lacy
et al., 2002):
Iν(target) = S ν(target-sky)
Bν(Ttel)
S ν(black - sky)
(1)
where S ν(target-sky) is the measured flux difference between
the target and the sky, S ν(black - sky) is the measured flux dif-
ference between the black and the sky, and Bν(Ttel) is the black
body flux at the ambient temperature of the telescope. As the
black body fills the TEXES field of view, we need not ac-
count for the FOV-filling corrections that are typically required
if standard divisors (e.g., mid-IR bright stars or asteroids) are
used, providing a highly efficient calibration scheme that has
been found to match the accuracy of more standard absolute
calibration techniques. This sky subtraction cannot remove the
telluric absorption completely, doing a better job with gases in
Earth’s warmer troposphere (e.g., CO2 and H2O) than those in
the cold and high stratosphere (e.g., O3). Variable water vapour
and clouds (especially thin cirrus clouds) between each step of
the scan are partially accounted for using the small portions
of sky available at the ends of the slit away from the target.
However, as we shall see in Section 3, the calibration becomes
less accurate in regions where Tsky and Tblack differ substantially
(i.e., where the sky emission is low), and where the TEXES sys-
tem response (Fig. 5 of Lacy et al., 2002) becomes small. Given
the high sensitivity of spectral inversions to this radiometric ac-
curacy, we still require cross-calibration with space-based mea-
surements for the purpose of this study.
The TEXES data reduction package (Lacy et al., 2002) per-
forms the required sky subtraction, flat fielding and radiometric
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Figure 1: Synthetic spectrum of Jupiter calculated at 1 cm−1 spectral resolution compared to the Earth’s transmission spectrum from ATRAN (Lord, 1992) (right
hand axis, red line, calculated for Mauna Kea using an airmass of unity and precipitable water vapour column of 3 mm). The nine TEXES channels are shown as
grey vertical bars, selected for their high telluric transmission and sensitivity to key atmospheric gases. The M, N and Q bands are labelled.
Table 1: Nine spectral channels considered in this study, showing the spectral resolution, coverage, diffraction-limited spatial resolution and key spectral features.
Central Wavenumber Resolving Power Coverage Resolution Diffraction Limit Key Features/Objectives
538 cm−1 7907 537-541 cm−1 0.068 cm−1 1.56” H2-He tropospheric T
586 cm−1 5836 584-589 cm−1 0.101 cm−1 1.43” H2-He tropospheric T
744 cm−1 10292 742-747 cm−1 0.072 cm−1 1.12” C2H2
819 cm−1 7724 815-823 cm−1 0.106 cm−1 1.02” C2H6
901 cm−1 2896 885-915 cm−1 0.311 cm−1 0.93” NH3
960 cm−1 2664 945-975 cm−1 0.360 cm−1 0.87” NH3 & PH3
1161 cm−1 2157 1138-1170 cm−1 0.538 cm−1 0.72” PH3, CH3D and Aerosols
1248 cm−1 12358 1243-1252 cm−1 0.101 cm−1 0.67” CH4 stratospheric T
2137 cm−1 12366 2131-2142 cm−1 0.173 cm−1 0.39” Deep cloud opacity
calibration, as well as corrections for optical distortions within
the instrument and the removal of dead pixels on the detec-
tor. The measured sky scans were correlated with a model
for the Earth’s transmission spectrum to assign wavelengths
to each pixel, although this too required fine tuning prior to
spectral inversion. A custom-designed IDL pipeline was cre-
ated to assign latitudes, longitudes, Doppler shifts and emis-
sion angles (observing zenith angles) to each pixel using a vi-
sual fit to the location of the planetary limb. Each individual
scan map was then interpolated onto a regular 1 × 1◦ grid and
radiances were Doppler shifted back to the rest frame for sub-
sequent analysis (i.e., removing redshifts from the dusk limb
and blueshifts from the dawn limb). To improve further on the
wavelength calibration in each spectral setting, a forward model
based on Cassini/CIRS determinations of temperatures, com-
position and aerosol opacity (Fletcher et al., 2009a) was used
to identify spectral features. This was compared to a TEXES
spectrum averaged within ±30◦ of latitude and longitude of the
sub-observer point for every individual scan map, and any dif-
ferences were used to improve the accuracy of the spectral cal-
ibration via a shift-and-stretch method (Fletcher et al., 2014).
The average sky transmission (using the same Doppler shift as
the Jupiter data) was used to identify contaminated regions of
each spectrum.
2.1.2. Inter-cube variability
The individual wavelength-corrected and absolutely-
calibrated scan maps were combined into global maps, with
the raw data for each spectral setting shown in Fig. 2. To
create these maps, we averaged all data at a particular lati-
tude/longitude with a zenith angle within 10◦ of the minimum
(i.e., as close to nadir as possible for each location). Although
empirically corrected using the zenith angle, the maps some-
times show discontinuities in radiance as vertical stripes, due
to the mismatch of zenith angles between adjacent longitudes.
Upon initial inspection, we discovered small radiance offsets
from cube to cube in a particular setting, potentially correlated
with changes to the sky background during the observing run.
Variable water humidity or cirrus cloud over the course of
the two nights would change the effectiveness of the absolute
calibration, and produced stark steps in the absolute radiance
in the global maps of the order 5-15% depending on the
specific setting. Whilst this level of variability is within the
conservative 20% uncertainty envelope usually quoted for
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calibration of ground-based data, it is insufficiently accurate to
permit spatially-resolved retrievals.
We therefore extracted averaged radiances from within ±10◦
longitude of the central meridian for each scan map, averaged
over the spectral channel, and normalised them all to the me-
dian value within a specific latitude range. We chose latitude
ranges that are relatively unaffected by Jupiter’s intrinsic lon-
gitudinal variability - equatorial regions for stratospheric chan-
nels (CH4, C2H2 and C2H6) and limb-darkened high latitudes
for tropospheric channels. These corrected central meridian
radiances are shown for each channel in Fig. 3, compared
to Cassini/CIRS zonally-averaged radiances, averaged over the
same spectral range as each TEXES channel. This is not a quan-
titatively accurate comparison, given that CIRS radiances have
a lower spectral resolution (both 0.5 cm−1 and 2.5 cm−1 obser-
vations are shown) and are not affected by terrestrial contamina-
tion. Nevertheless, they reveal that large-scale offsets between
the TEXES and CIRS absolute calibrations are present, which
will be dealt with in Section 3.
One unfortunate feature of the TEXES image cubes is a ‘col-
umn noise’ due to blemishes on the filter, which manifests as a
vertical stripe on the images that appears to have a lower bright-
ness than the rest of the image. As Jupiter’s central meridian
was at an angle to the detector rows and columns (the slit was
aligned along the celestial north-south), this translates to diago-
nal striping in the cylindrical maps. Such stripes can be seen in
the Q-band images (Fig. 2f-g) but are also present at 819 cm−1
(Fig. 2i). The combination of the blemishes, Jupiter’s intense
brightness at these wavelengths, and the relative clarity of the
telluric atmosphere (i.e., very little sky flux) means that we have
no direct means to remove them from the data via flat fielding.
This adds additional uncertainty to the retrieved products which
will be assessed in Section 3.
2.1.3. Spatial resolution
The highest spatial resolution of the Cassini/CIRS maps of
Jupiter was 2700 km from 137 RJ using its 273 × 273 µrad
detectors, equivalent to 2.2◦ at Jupiter’s equator. The TEXES
observations occurred when Jupiter was at a distance of 4.83
AU (7.2 × 108 km), so that the spatial resolution varies be-
tween 2400-5500 km (0.67-1.56” for diffraction-limited obser-
vations from the 3-m IRTF between the longest and shortest
wavelengths, 1248 cm−1 and 538 cm−1), equivalent to 1.9−4.4◦
latitude at Jupiter’s equator. A 0.75” seeing corresponds to the
same spatial resolution as the best CIRS dataset, with wave-
lengths larger than 10µm being diffraction limited. The spa-
tial resolution of the two datasets is therefore comparable at
wavelengths below 10 µm. For the remainder of this paper we
explore both zonal-mean spectra and spatially resolved spectra
from both TEXES and CIRS.
2.2. Inspection of Images
Before proceeding with inversion of the TEXES, we describe
some of the features revealed in Fig. 2 in comparison with a
montage of visible light images (Fig. 2a), kindly provided by
M. Vedovato based on observations by amateur observers. Im-
ages of the 0 − 180◦W were acquired approximately 10 hours
(one rotation) before the TEXES maps, whereas images of
180 − 360◦W coincided with the TEXES maps. It is important
to note that the TEXES maps of a particular region were all ac-
quired within approximately 70 minutes of one another (Tables
A.4-A.5), so longitudinal motions would have been negligible
during this interval. The reader is referred to Table 2 for nomen-
clature for the belt/zone structure used in the text that follows.
All latitudes in this study are planetographic.
The dominant features of the maps are the cool, cloudy zones
and warm, cloud-free belts, punctuated by dramatic wave ac-
tivity and large anticyclonic vortices (the Great Red Spot near
120◦W and Oval BA near 80◦W). The visibility of the warm
emission from the belts varies as a function of wavelength (and
therefore altitude), with tropospheric belts in the North Temper-
ate Domain (20−50◦N) being most prominent in NH3-sensitive
channels (10.4, 11.1, 12.2 µm in Fig. 2d,e and i) and hard to
distinguish in aerosol-sensitive channels (4.7 and 8.6 µm, Fig.
2b-c). In particular, the warm band at 27◦N (the North Tem-
perate Belt (NTB), bordered by a prograde jet at 24◦N and a
retrograde jet at 31◦N, Table 2) that is visible in Figs. 2d and e
does not appear to have a readily distinguishable counterpart in
the visible light image - a thermal anomaly potentially masked
by overlying aerosols.
This warm NTB near 27◦N and another belt near 40◦N (the
North North Temperate Belt, NNTB) straddle a colder zone
(the North Temperate Zone, NTZ), within which we see sev-
eral warm patches near 30◦N that coincide with dark albedo
structures in the visible (known as ‘brown barges’). These
barges are at the limit of the resolution of the IRTF, but can
be seen as bright patches at 4.7, 8.7, 10.4 and 11.1 µm (Figs.
2b-e), indicating that they are depleted in both ammonia and
aerosols (Orton et al., 2015). They cannot be seen in the upper-
troposphere sensitive filters from 13 − 18µm, suggesting deep-
seated features. The NH3-sensitive channels also reveal up to
three distinct temperate belts in the southern hemisphere be-
tween 30 − 50◦S, the most equatorward of which is partially
disrupted by the passage of the GRS and Oval BA. A chain of
anticyclonic white ovals (AWOs) can be seen in the visible-light
image in the South South Temperate Belt (SSTB), but are at the
limit of the spatial resolution of the TEXES observations - they
can be seen as darker patches in the 10-11 µm maps. These
same filters reveal non-uniformity within the equatorial zone,
where regions of brighter emission coincide with visibly-dark
albedo structures, suggesting small gaps in the otherwise thick
reflective clouds.
Fig. 2i-j (12.2 and 8.0 µm) show the most sensitivity
to stratospheric temperatures via emission from ethane and
methane, respectively. The 8-µm map is unlike any other, show-
ing banded structures (a warm equator and cool neighbour-
ing latitudes; warm mid-latitude bands) that have no counter-
part in the deeper troposphere. The mid-latitude stratospheric
bands exhibit dramatic wave activity, particularly in the north-
ern hemisphere in the 180 − 270◦W region. This stratospheric
wave impacts both the temperature and composition of the
mid-stratosphere, and will be discussed in Section 5. Heat-
ing associated with the northern auroral oval is evident between
180 − 210◦W (as observed previously in ground-based obser-
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Figure 2: Examples of raw intensity maps assembled by averaging the spectral radiances from each channel over all wavelengths where transmission exceeded 80%
of the clearest region of the channel. All latitudes are planetographic. Emission angle effects have been corrected using the airmass for display purposes, and some
artefacts (vertical striping) remain visible. The thermal maps are compared to a visible-light map assembled by M. Vedovato for the same dates, using images from
Ian Sharp (04:24UT, Dec 8), F. Fortunato (06:45UT, Dec 8), H. Einaga (19:40UT, Dec 8) and T. Horiuchi (17:51UT, Dec 9), from right to left, respectively. Panels
are organised so that those in the left column sense clouds and deep (p > 500 mbar) temperatures, those in the upper right sense upper-tropospheric temperatures
via the Q-band, and those in the lower right sense the stratosphere (or a mixture of tropospheric and stratospheric emission).6
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Figure 3: Central-meridian averaged radiances extracted from each TEXES spectral cube and averaged over the wavelength range of the setting (where the trans-
mission exceeds 80% of the clearest region in the setting). Each cube has been normalised to a specific latitude range as described in the main text, and the colours
correspond to the central meridian longitudes shown in the inset key. These are compared to Cassini/CIRS spectra averaged over the same spectral range for (a)
0.5 cm−1 data averaged from November 15th 2000 to February 15th 2001 with a low spatial resolution (black dotted); and (b) 2.5 cm−1 data acquired at closest
approach on December 31st 2000 (red dotted). This provides an indication of the spatial resolution of the TEXES data when compared to CIRS, and also highlights
systematic differences between CIRS and TEXES that will be explored in Section 3. Note that CIRS spectra do not cover the 538 cm−1 and 2137 cm−1 channels, so
are not shown in panels (a) and (i).
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vations, e.g., Livengood et al., 1993; Kostiuk et al., 1993), al-
though high-spectral resolution TEXES observations (Sinclair
et al., 2015) are required to determine the vertical structure of
this energy deposition (from a combination of Joule heating in
response to currents flowing downwards from the homopause
level and direct deposition by precipitating electrons). There is
no evidence of heating associated with the southern aurora, but
given the timing of the TEXES observations (northern summer)
this may be due to a poor observing geometry for southern high
latitudes. Furthermore, the southern auroral oval occurs at a
higher latitude (∼ 75◦S) than that in the north.
Besides the large-scale banded structures, the TEXES dataset
also allows us to probe the vertical structure of smaller-scales.
Two examples are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, for the North Equa-
torial Belt (NEB) and the region surrounding the GRS and Oval
BA. The brightness variations in the NEB are related to Rossby
wave activity on the prograding jet at 7◦N. Visibly-dark struc-
tures in the visible images are associated with cloud-free re-
gions at 4.7 µm, where the dearth of aerosol opacity permits
emission from deeper, warmer layers. These ‘5-µm hotspots’
are in fact visible throughout the M and N-bands, showing that
they are perturbing the temperature, aerosol and possibly the
composition field in the 400-600 mbar region. They are harder
to observe in the Q-band, although this may simply be related to
the lower spatial resolution. The most interesting feature of Fig.
4 is the offsets observed in the hotspot locations as a function of
wavelength, primarily in the eastern hemisphere (observations
acquired on December 8th 2014). From Table A.4, we see that
TEXES scans at different wavelengths were taken in a strict se-
quence, so that the same spatial locations on the planet would
have been covered with no more than 70 minutes separation
between one wavelength and the next, and it was often much
faster - for example, images at 901, 960, 1161 and 2137 cm−1
focussed on 90◦W longitude were acquired within 30 minutes.
Could this represent a real tilt of the hotspots westward with
height, from the deepest sensing 2137-cm−1 filter (Fig. 4b) to
the highest sensing 960 cm−1 channel (Fig. 4f)? This tilt is
not observed everywhere within the NEB, with hotspots in the
western hemisphere generally more co-aligned as a function of
depth, and we speculate that this could be due to the differ-
ences in the thickness of NH4SH clouds between the eastern
and western hotspots. The offset with respect to the visible light
observations near 90◦W (Fig. 4a) may be a temporal offset due
to ten hours separation between the TEXES and amateur im-
ages, during which features on the NEBs jet could move east
by ∼ 3.4◦ longitude. Nevertheless, there is a closer alignment
of the albedo patterns with the N-band observations than there
is with the M-band observations, supporting the idea that the
M-band probes levels beneath the top-most cloud decks.
Could the observed longitudinal offsets in Fig. 4 simply be
caused by inaccuracies in the spatial registration in the TEXES
cubes? While uncertainties in latitude and longitude of around
1◦ are certainly possible, the images of the Great Red Spot and
other features in Fig. 5 are part of exactly the same image
cubes as those in Fig. 4. Here we have no evidence for lon-
gitudinal shifts between any of the filters presented - the GRS
and Oval BA are aligned in each of these images. The struc-
ture of the two giant vortices matches that previously presented
(Fletcher et al., 2010b), namely: high cloud opacity observed at
both 1161 and 2137 cm−1, the cloud covering a broader area in
the short-wavelength channel; a warm southern periphery in the
400-600 mbar region observed at 819 and 960 cm−1 (coincid-
ing with high cloud opacity) but not in the 200-400 mbar region
observed at 586 cm−1; and a warm and aerosol-free SEB (par-
ticularly associated with rifting activity in the northwest wake
of the GRS) contrasted against a cold and cloudy South Trop-
ical Zone (STropZ). Fig. 5 shows a superior spatial resolution
to those maps of the GRS acquired by Cassini/CIRS (see Fig.
4 of Fletcher et al., 2010b). Recalling that each pixel in these
images represents a full TEXES spectrum of eight channels,
Figs. 4 and 5 highlight the capability for temperature, compo-
sition and aerosol sounding within the giant vortices and other
regions of interest on Jupiter.
3. TEXES retrieval pipeline
3.1. Spectral Model and Inversion
Fig. 6 shows the eight TEXES N and Q-band channels con-
sidered in this work, with key spectral features labelled. The
corresponding vertical sensitivity is shown in Fig. 7. Zonal-
mean TEXES spectra at 901 and 960 cm−1 were previously
analysed by Fletcher et al. (2014) using the radiative-transfer
and spectral-retrieval algorithm, NEMESIS (Irwin et al., 2008).
This work extends that previous analysis to include a further six
spectral settings at 538, 586, 744, 819, 1161 and 1247 cm−1 as
shown in Table 1, performing simultaneous retrievals from all
eight channels. We developed the retrieval pipeline one channel
at a time, starting from the troposphere-sensing N-band chan-
nels and subsequently adding in capabilities for stratospheric
temperatures (CH4), upper tropospheric temperatures (538 an
586 cm−1) and stratospheric composition (C2H2 and C2H6).
The addition of M-band channels to sound the mid-troposphere
will be the subject of future work. At each stage we performed
tests to determine the retrieval sensitivity to the prior and the
implications of adding the new channels.
The forward model calculation uses the correlated-k method
(Goody et al., 1989; Lacis and Oinas, 1991), which required
the pre-tabulation of smooth k-distributions (ranking absorp-
tion coefficients k according to their frequency distributions)
based on a variety of sources of spectral line data (Table 3).
Isotopologues for methane (12CH4, CH3D and 13CH4) and am-
monia (14NH3 and 15NH3) were treated separately, but hydro-
carbon isotopologues were combined into single tables. The
k-distributions for each channel are pre-convolved with an in-
strument function with the spectral resolutions shown in Table
1, calculated directly from the grating equation depending on
the grating angle and the angular size of the TEXES slit. These
distributions are then combined into a single tabulation for each
of the species listed in Table 3. The TEXES instrument func-
tion is expected to be a convolution of a Gaussian and a Lorenz-
tian, but testing of a variety of instrument functions by Fletcher
et al. (2014) showed that the use of a simple Gaussian was suf-
ficient for analysis of the TEXES data at low and moderate res-
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Figure 4: Focusing on dynamic activity in the North Equatorial Belt (NEB) between 0 and 20◦N, covering all longitudes. Visible-light images show the ‘hotspots’
as features of extremely low albedo on the southern edge of the red-brown belt on the prograding jet at 7◦N. The visible-light images are the same as those in Fig. 2:
images between 0−180◦W we’re taken approximately 10 hours prior to the TEXES images; the images between 180−360◦W coincided with TEXES. The TEXES
observations of a particular longitude were taken within 70 minutes of one another.
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Figure 5: TEXES maps focusing on the Great Red Spot and Oval BA, demonstrating the co-alignment of the images from 5-18 µm. The visible light images are
there same as those in Fig. 2.
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Figure 6: Two examples of zonally-averaged TEXES spectra at the equator (blue) and the North Equatorial Belt (black). The data are shown as circles with error
bars, the best-fitting model is shown as the solid line of the same colour. The red line denotes the TEXES transmission spectrum (taking both the sky emission and
losses within the telescope into account), indicating the presence of telluric contamination. Gaps in the spectrum show regions that were not used in the spectral
inversions. Approximate locations of key features are indicated, but the features shown in panels f and g are blends of multiple lines of NH3, PH3 and CH3D.
Q-band spectra in panels a and b should be flat (as shown by the solid lines), so variations are artefacts related to the poor telluric transmission.
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Table 2: Nomenclature for the belt/zone structure observable in IRTF images between ±40◦ latitude, using the zonal winds of Porco et al. (2003) and following
Rogers (1995). Acronyms followed by a lower case ‘n’ or ‘s’ are the names of the jets, with the latitudes in planetographic coordinates.
Acronym Name Southern Jet Southern Jet Speed [m/s] Northern Jet Northern Jet Speed [m/s]
SSTB South South Temperate Belt SSTBs, −39.6◦ −8.4 ± 8.4 SSTBn, −36.2◦ 34.2 ± 3.7
STZ South Temperate Zone SSTBn, −36.2◦ 34.2 ± 3.7 STBs, −32.4◦ −16.1 ± 5.6
STB South Temperate Belt STBs, −32.4◦ −16.1 ± 5.6 STBn, −27.1◦ 48.1 ± 2.3
STropZ South Tropical Zone STBn, −27.1◦ 48.1 ± 2.3 SEBs, -19.7◦ −62.0 ± 18.4
SEB South Equatorial Belt SEBs, -19.7◦ −62.0 ± 18.4 SEBn, -7.2◦ 136.9 ± 6.5
EZ Equatorial Zone SEBn, -7.2◦ 136.9 ± 6.5 NEBs, 6.9◦ 113.9 ± 20.5
NEB North Equatorial Belt NEBs, 6.9◦ 113.9 ± 20.5 NEBn, 17.4◦ −20.1 ± 5.1
NTropZ North Tropical Zone NEBn, 17.4◦ −20.1 ± 5.1 NTBs, 24.2◦ 136.2 ± 3.3
NTB North Temperate Belt NTBs, 24.2◦ 136.2 ± 3.3 NTBn, 31.4◦ −24.8 ± 5.1
NTZ North Temperate Zone NTBn, 31.4◦ −24.8 ± 5.1 NNTBs, 35.4◦ 31.8 ± 2.6
NNTB North North Temperate Belt NNTBs, 35.4◦ 31.8 ± 2.6 NNTBn, 39.6◦ −14.7 ± 9.2
olutions. These k-distributions (with different spectral resolu-
tions for each of the eight channels), combined with both the
collision-induced absorption in Table 3 and aerosol absorption
described below, constitute the forward model.
The NEMESIS optimal estimation retrieval algorithm allows
us to fit the TEXES spectra via a Levenburg-Marquardt itera-
tive scheme, whilst using smooth a priori state vectors to en-
sure physically-realistic solutions (see Rodgers, 2000; Irwin
et al., 2008, for a full discussion of this technique). The a pri-
ori jovian atmosphere was specified on 120 levels from 10 bar
to 1 µbar, using reference profiles of temperature, ammonia,
phosphine, ethane and acetylene from a low-latitude mean of
Cassini/CIRS results (Nixon et al., 2007; Fletcher et al., 2009a).
The CIRS-derived temperature profile originally used the T (p)
from the Galileo Atmospheric Structure Instrument (ASI, Seiff
et al., 1998) as a prior. The deep helium and methane mole frac-
tions were set to 0.136 and 1.81 × 10−3, respectively, based on
the Galileo probe measurements of Niemann et al. (1998) that
were used to constrain the photochemical model of Moses et al.
(2005). Methane then decreased with altitude following the dif-
fusive photochemical model of Moses et al. (2005), which was
also used as the prior for the C2H2 and C2H6 measurements
of Nixon et al. (2007). Ethylene (C2H4) is included based on
the photochemical model of Romani (1996) as it may have a
minor effect near 950 cm−1. We assumed isotopologue ratios of
D/H(CH4) = 2×10−5 (the value in the protosolar cloud, Geiss and
Gloeckler, 2003), a terrestrial ratio of 13C/12C and a 15N/14N
ratio of 2.3× 10−3 (Owen et al., 2001) that was previously con-
firmed by modelling of the TEXES 901- and 960-cm−1 spectra
(Fletcher et al., 2014).
Combining these priors with the k-distributions for each
TEXES channel, we show contribution functions (Jacobians for
temperature, or the rate of change of radiance with respect to
the T (p) profile) in Fig. 7 to show how the vertical sensitivity
of the TEXES data varies as a function of wavelength. Note that
these were computed for a nadir geometry - the greater atmo-
spheric path at higher zenith angles would cause these contri-
bution functions to move to higher altitudes. This figure intro-
duces some of the complexity of modelling the TEXES spec-
tra. Firstly, the contribution functions associated with the fine
hydrocarbon emissions are often multi-lobed, with sensitivity
in the 1-10 mbar range and a tail of sensitivity in the line cores
probing the 5-15 µbar range. The relative weight of these two
regions is a complex function of the vertical temperature and
composition structure, with observations at higher spectral res-
olution providing more data points (and hence more retrieval
sensitivity) for the lowest pressures sensed in the line cores.
Cassini/CIRS 2.5-cm−1 resolution spectra, by contrast, do not
provide sufficient sensitivity to probe p < 1 mbar in this nadir
geometry. The ethane line cores, for example, sense a broad
range from 0.1-20 mbar, making inferences of vertical T (p)
and composition gradients extremely degenerate with the lim-
ited data available.
Secondly, Fig. 7 shows that accurate radiometric calibration
will be essential when attempting to combine multiple chan-
nels, because there are regions of significant overlap in verti-
cal sensitivity. The deepest tropospheric pressures probed are
∼ 800 mbar at 1161 cm−1, ∼ 600 mbar at 819 cm−1 and 901
cm−1, ∼ 550 mbar at 965 cm−1, ∼ 500 mbar at 744 cm−1, ∼ 300
mbar at 538 cm−1 and ∼ 200 mbar at 586 cm−1. The cores of
the NH3 lines probe up towards the 150-300 mbar level in Fig.
7e, where temperature constraint must come from the Q-band
channels (e.g., Fig. 7b). The continuum between the C2H2 fea-
tures at 744 cm−1 senses the 400-700 mbar level, significantly
overlapping the continuum in Figs. 7(d-g). Any inconsistencies
between these continuum radiances would result in difficulties
in selecting representative temperatures for these altitude levels,
as we shall see below.
The information content of the TEXES spectra is such that
we derive a full profile of atmospheric temperature, but we re-
trieve a single scaling factor for the hydrocarbons and a pa-
rameterised profile for NH3 and PH3 (a constant mole fraction
up to a transition pressure p0, above which the abundance de-
clines due to condensation and/or photolytic destruction with
a fractional scale height, f ), for reasons we discuss in Section
4. The abundance of NH3 and PH3 is forced to zero for alti-
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Table 3: Sources of spectroscopic linedata (all isotopologues taken from the same sources). Exponents for temperature dependence T n given in the final column.
Gas Line Intensities Broadening Half Width Temperature De-
pendence T n
Collision-
induced
absorption
(CIA)
H2-H2 opacities from Orton et al. (2007), plus
additional H2-He, H2-CH4 and CH4-CH4 opac-
ities from Borysow et al. (1988), Borysow and
Frommhold (1986) and Borysow and Frommhold
(1987), respectively.
- -
CH4, CH3D Brown et al. (2003) H2 broadened using a half-width of
0.059 cm−1atm−1 at 296 K
n = 0.44 (Margolis,
1993)
C2H6 Vander Auwera et al. (2007) (also found in GEISA
2009, Jacquinet-Husson et al., 2011)
0.11 cm−1atm−1 at 296 K (Halsey
et al., 1988; Blass et al., 1987, for
H2 and He, respectively)
n = 0.94 (Halsey
et al., 1988)
C2H2 GEISA 2003 (Jacquinet-Husson et al., 2005) (un-
changed in GEISA 2009 at 13.6 µm, Jacquinet-
Husson et al., 2011)
Fits to data in Varanasi (1992) -
PH3 Kleiner et al. (2003) Broadened by both H2 and He
using γH2 = 0.1078 − 0.0014J
cm−1atm−1 and γHe = 0.0618 −
0.0012J cm−1atm−1 (Levy et al.,
1993; Bouanich et al., 2004)
n = 0.702 − 0.01J
(J is the rotational
quantum number)
(Salem et al., 2004)
NH3 Kleiner et al. (2003) (also found in GEISA 2009,
Jacquinet-Husson et al., 2011)
Empirical model of Brown and Pe-
terson (1994)
Empirical model of
Brown and Peterson
(1994)
C2H4 GEISA 2003 (Jacquinet-Husson et al., 2005) Fits to data in Bouanich et al. (2003,
2004) (B. Bezard, pers. comm.)
n = 0.73 (Bouanich
et al., 2004)
H2 Quad. HITRAN 2012 (Rothman et al., 2013) 0.0017 cm−1atm−1 (Reuter and
Sirota, 1994)
n = 0.75 (Rothman
et al., 2013)
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Figure 7: Contribution functions (Jacobians of temperature) computed for the TEXES channels used in this study. The vertical axis changes from panel to panel,
depending on how much of the stratosphere is being sampled. Grey contours are given in steps of 0.05 from zero (white) to one (black), normalised to the strongest
contribution for this spectral channel.
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tudes above the tropopause. We also derive a scale factor for
the optical depth of a single aerosol layer, modelled as a simple
grey absorber at the 800-mbar level with a compact scale height
0.2× the gas scale height (Wong et al., 2004; Matcheva et al.,
2005; Achterberg et al., 2006; Fletcher et al., 2009a), and later
test the TEXES sensitivity to different cloud parameterisations.
Each spectral inversion therefore provides estimates of the 3D
thermal profile and 2D distributions of PH3, NH3, C2H6, C2H2
and ∼ 800mbar aerosol opacity.
3.2. Radiometric Comparison to Cassini
The comparison of central-meridian averages between the
CIRS dataset in 2000 and the TEXES dataset in 2014 (Fig. 3)
suggested that systematic radiometric offsets might be present.
If these offsets had been confined to a single region of Jupiter,
such as those associated with the most dramatic changes over
time like the NEB and SEB, then we might have considered
them to be real. But these offsets are seen globally, which
strongly suggests a defect in the radiometric calibration. In their
analysis of TEXES spectra of Saturn’s stratospheric vortex,
Fouchet et al. (2016) found TEXES-derived stratospheric tem-
peratures to be systematically cooler than those derived from
CIRS. They attributed this to the significant difference in spa-
tial resolution found when convolving Cassini’s high-spatial-
resolution thermal maps with a seeing-limited FWHM that was
reasonable for the IRTF at the time of their measurements.
However, as the TEXES and CIRS Jupiter datasets have a com-
parable spatial resolution, we cannot attribute the radiometric
offsets observed in Fig. 3 to the same effect.
To assess the magnitude of the CIRS-TEXES discrepancy,
we compare zonally-averaged TEXES spectra to Cassini-based
forward models at every latitude. CIRS spectra at 2.5-cm−1
spectral resolution were extracted from the latest calibration
of the CIRS database (version 4.2) for the ATMOS02A map
acquired on December 31st, 2000. We replicated the work
of Fletcher et al. (2009a), fitting temperatures, PH3, NH3 and
aerosols as described above. This was extended by simulta-
neously fitting scale factors for the hydrocarbon distributions
(C2H6 and C2H2). The resulting zonal-mean temperature, com-
position and aerosol opacity will be presented in Section 5, but
these were used to forward model the TEXES channels, using
the observing geometry (latitudes and emission angles) of the
TEXES spectra themselves. Fig. 8 shows that the required radi-
ance scale factor for each channel is largely constant as a func-
tion of latitude (the mean offsets and their standard deviations
are also shown), with the exception of the tropical region (NEB,
EZ and SEB) that displays the largest atmospheric variability as
a function of time, and thus the largest differences between the
Cassini (2000) and TEXES (2014) observations. Fig. 9 com-
pares the raw spectra both with and without the multiplicative
scaling factor applied.
The mean scale factors for the radiance in each channel are
broadly consistent with the offsets observed in the zonal-mean
spectral averages in Fig. 3, but are more accurate because we
are able to compare data and models at the same spectral reso-
lution. Only those regions unaffected by telluric contamination
and away from narrow Jovian emission features (i.e., the contin-
uum between hydrocarbon lines) are used to estimate the scale
factor, and we find that systematic offsets between TEXES and
the CIRS forward model are detected for almost every channel.
Intriguingly, the majority of the TEXES observations overpre-
dict the flux and need to be scaled downwards, whereas those
at 1247 cm−1 need to be scaled up to match CIRS. We note that
previously-reported TEXES observations of Jupiter (Fletcher
et al., 2014) and Saturn (Fouchet et al., 2016) have shown off-
sets in the same direction as those found here.
Given that Jupiter’s temperature and composition are intrin-
sically variable, these globally-averaged scale factors are highly
uncertain - indeed, low-latitude 1247-cm−1 observations are ac-
tually consistent with CIRS-derived temperatures. Although
the scale factors may look sizeable (in one case up to 45%), it
is more meaningful to view these as brightness temperature off-
sets - the equivalent change in black body temperature required
to reproduce the difference, and an estimate of the atmospheric
temperature at the altitude probed by a particular channel. We
find that Q-band temperatures only need to be decreased by ∼ 3
K, 700-1200 cm−1 temperatures need to be decreased by ∼ 3
to ∼ 8 K, and the 1248-cm−1 spectrum needs to be increased
by ∼ 3 K (all values given in Fig. 8). Indeed, the largest dis-
crepancy between CIRS and TEXES occurs where the sky is at
its most transparent (i.e., Tsky is at its smallest), at 819 and 901
cm−1, and we would expect to derive global tropospheric tem-
peratures some 5-8 K warmer from the TEXES data than from
the CIRS data. The lack of sky flux at these wavelengths means
that the TEXES flat (the difference between the reference black
body card and the sky emission) is subject to larger uncertain-
ties in the most transparent regions. Furthermore, the TEXES
system response is smallest in the regions showing the largest
offsets (Fig. 5 of Lacy et al., 2002). Future observations have
been scheduled to better characterise the systematic offsets in
TEXES Jupiter spectra over consecutive nights as a resource
for other users of TEXES.
In summary, we find systematic offsets between CIRS and
TEXES that are difficult to explain without invoking global
changes to Jupiter’s temperatures, which we deem unlikely. A
more likely explanation is that the TEXES absolute calibra-
tion scheme becomes less accurate in regions of high terrestrial
transmission, and we must account for these offsets in subse-
quent modelling. Note that smaller-scale latitudinal differences
between CIRS and TEXES are real, and are investigated in Sec-
tion 5.
3.3. Error Handling
TEXES spectra are affected by sources of both random and
systematic uncertainty, with the latter being the hardest to quan-
tify. The inspection of central-meridian radiances from individ-
ual TEXES cubes (Section 2) revealed a high level of preci-
sion from cube to cube and night to night, with radiances repro-
ducible from cube to cube at the 5-15% level, although some of
this can be attributed to Jupiter’s own intrinsic longitudinal vari-
ability. However, cross-comparison with CIRS observations
in Section 3.2 suggest a radiometric accuracy that varies with
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Figure 8: The latitudinal variation of the multiplicative scale factor (circles) that must be applied to the TEXES spectral radiances to match the forward-modelled
radiances based on Cassini/CIRS atmospheric retrievals. The solid and dashed horizontal line show the mean scale factor and its standard deviation, respectively
(also given as the topmost number in each panel). Overlapping with the dotted horizontal line would imply that no scaling is necessary, as is the case for the 744
cm−1 channel. The bottom number in each panel is the equivalent change in the temperature of a black body required to reproduce these radiance offsets.
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Figure 9: TEXES zonally-averaged spectra before (black) and after (blue) application of a scaling factor (Fig. 8) to correct the radiometric calibration to match a
synthetic model based on Cassini (this example is for a spectrum at 15◦N). The red line shows the sky transparency (accounting for both sky transmission and losses
in the telescope). Differences are most notable in the centre of the N-band (panels d, e, f) where the sky transparency was largest.
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wavelength by up to 50%. The implications for this accuracy
on spectral inversions will be discussed in Section 5.
Precision uncertainties on TEXES spectra were explored in
Fletcher et al. (2014), providing several approaches to estimat-
ing the measurement noise. The uncertainty in a particular
spectral channel varies with time (due to variable sky emission
and stability during a night) and wavelength (with larger val-
ues close to telluric features). For each cube considered in this
study, we calculate the standard deviation of the radiance for
each wavelength in 10 × 10 pixel squares from the four corners
of the array (i.e., away from Jupiter). We then average this over
the wavelength range and compare to the radiance in the centre
of the cube (i.e., the centre of Jupiter), and finally average this
over all cubes in a particular spectral setting. This allows us
to estimate the background flux variation as follows: 1.1% at
538 cm−1, 1.5% at 586 cm−1, 3.8% at 744 cm−1, 0.6% at 819
cm−1, 0.3% at 901 cm−1, 1.2% at 960 cm−1, 0.9% at 1161 cm−1
and 8.2% at 1248 cm−1. As expected, this standard deviation is
smallest where the atmosphere is most transparent.
When TEXES spectra were zonally or spatially averaged,
we compare these ‘background uncertainties’ to the standard
deviation of the mean spectrum and take the most conserva-
tive as our initial estimate of the random uncertainty. How-
ever, if this were to be applied uniformly across the TEXES
spectrum, we would be assigning equal weight to both clear
and telluric-contaminated regions in the inversions. Following
Fletcher et al. (2014), we therefore weight our measurement un-
certainty using the measured sky emission spectra (rather than
a modelled telluric transmission following Greathouse et al.,
2005), accounting for the Doppler shift that was applied to each
pixel of the Jupiter cubes to bring the wavelengths to their rest
states. The wavelength-dependent standard deviation was in-
flated by a factor of two in the vicinity of strong telluric features
so that they would be effectively ignored in the spectral inver-
sion. Furthermore, the worst-affected spectral regions were re-
moved from the fit entirely, producing gaps in the spectral cov-
erage of a single channel.
Finally, although the calibration pipeline attempts to correct
for the variable transmission across each channel, we found that
artificial slopes were present in the 538, 586 and 744 cm−1 spec-
tra that were being misinterpreted by the spectral inversion al-
gorithm. Forward models suggest that the continuum should ef-
fectively be flat away from the H2 S(1) and C2H2 emission fea-
tures, so we empirically corrected the data by dividing through
by a τn, where τ is a normalised sky spectrum to preserve the
absolute flux calibration and n is a tuning parameter to flatten
the spectrum. The measurement uncertainty was increased in
these regions by the difference between the original and flat-
tened spectrum. These random precision uncertainties were
fixed for the remainder of the spectral inversions, and the in-
fluence of systematic uncertainties in accuracy are considered
in the following sections.
4. Retrieval Sensitivity
Before applying the NEMESIS spectral retrieval algorithm
to zonal averages and spatially-resolved spectra, we first cre-
ated a zonal-mean spectrum of Jupiter’s tropical domain (±20◦
latitude) from the TEXES cubes to demonstrate the influence
of the radiometric accuracy and a priori temperature, gas and
cloud distributions on the robustness of the retrievals. We com-
pared our retrieved properties to those from the Cassini/CIRS
ATMOS2A map (December 31, 2000) at 2.5-cm−1 spectral res-
olution, which was spatially averaged in the same way as the
TEXES cubes.
4.1. Influence of calibration uncertainties
Assuming initially that the TEXES radiometric calibration
was accurate, we attempted to fit the eight channels simul-
taneously by varying T (p), parameterised NH3 and PH3 dis-
tributions, scale factors for C2H2, C2H6 and the opacity of a
800-mbar grey cloud. The quality of the resulting fit was ex-
tremely poor. Despite sensing similar atmospheric levels, the
continuum regions of the 744 cm−1 and 901 cm−1 channels
showed such inconsistency that the tropospheric temperatures
that were required to match the 901 cm−1 channel caused sig-
nificant overestimation of the continuum at 744 cm−1. Fit-
ting these two channels independently, we found that the 744
cm−1 continuum required 440-mbar temperatures of 132-135 K,
whereas the 901-cm−1 channel required temperatures between
141-143K at the same altitude. These ∼ 10-K temperature
differences have an order-of-magnitude effect on the retrieved
abundances of NH3, which dominates the N-band absorption
spectrum. The higher the tropospheric temperature, the more
ammonia was required to reproduce the spectrum. We note that
440-mbar temperatures in the 130-135-K range (i.e., those from
the 744 cm−1 continuum) are more consistent with the indepen-
dent CIRS analysis of (Achterberg et al., 2006) and the ∼ 130-K
temperature derived from the Voyager radio science experiment
and Galileo probe Atmospheric Structure instrument for this
pressure level (Lindal, 1992; Seiff et al., 1998). Furthermore,
our estimates of the NH3 abundance are an order of magnitude
higher than those of Achterberg et al. (2006) if we assume the
TEXES calibration to be accurate. This qualitatively confirms
the need to scale the 901-cm−1 radiance downwards.
As a second example, the stratospheric temperatures required
to fit the 819 cm−1 channel significantly overestimated the flux
in the CH4 lines at 1247 cm−1. Stratospheric temperature fits to
the 819 cm−1 channel (while also permitting ethane to vary)
suggested 1-mbar temperatures in the 167-178 K range, de-
pending on the latitude. Conversely, fits to the 1247-cm−1 CH4
lines suggested 1-mbar temperatures in the 159-169K range.
The Cassini/CIRS results derived from a full 600-1400 cm−1
spectrum favoured 1-mbar temperatures between these two ex-
tremes, qualitatively supporting a decrease in the 819-cm−1
channel and an increase in the 1248-cm−1 channel to make
things consistent. Although individual channels can be repro-
duced in isolation, this difficulty in fitting all channels simul-
taneously was evident everywhere, despite our best attempts to
do so after a thorough exploration of the priors.
Although the radiometric accuracy of Cassini/CIRS is itself
subject to uncertainty and would certainly benefit from inde-
pendent ground-based confirmation, the quantitative similar-
ity between CIRS and Voyager observations of Jupiter (e.g.,
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Simon-Miller et al., 2006b) gives us cause to trust the CIRS
calibration. We therefore apply the global-mean scale fac-
tors shown in Fig. 8 globally to the TEXES data (equiva-
lent to brightness temperature differences of 8-K in the worst
case) and rerun the inversion. This allows us to reproduce the
eight TEXES channels with a temperature structure that looks
reasonable and is quantitatively similar to that derived from
Cassini. In Fig. 10 we demonstrate how the retrieved T (p)
structure is modified by changing the scale factor for each chan-
nel, one at a time, to return it to the original TEXES values (i.e.,
a scale factor of one). In some channels the effects are rather
straightforward - scaling the 1248-cm−1 from 1.0 to 1.3 (Fig.
10f) has the effect of warming the mid-stratospheric tempera-
tures by ∼ 4 K whilst improving the quality of the fit to the
data, consistent with the expected changes in black body tem-
perature from a 30% change in radiance (Fig. 8). Changing
the scale factor for the 901, 960 and 1161 cm−1 channels has a
subtle effect on the T (p) (Fig. 10c-e) but a dramatic effect on
the retrieved ammonia and cloud abundances and the ability to
fit the spectrum.
More complicated effects occur when the contribution func-
tions for a TEXES channel overlap the upper troposphere and
lower stratosphere in Figs. 10a-b. The 819 cm−1 channel senses
both the troposphere and stratosphere, but retaining the un-
scaled TEXES data causes a failure of our model to converge
to a reasonable solution - the highly oscillatory structure in Fig.
10b is an example of a retrieval struggling to fit inconsistent
data, resulting in the overall goodness-of-fit χ2/N (where N is
the number of spectral points) increasing from ∼ 0.8 in the best
case to ∼ 4.7 for the worst case. The shape of the tropopause
region demonstrates a high sensitivity to the scalings applied in
the Q-band due to the limited constraint provided by the contri-
bution functions from the other channels - hence temperatures
vary wildly here in an attempt to improve the quality of the
spectral fit with limited success (the χ2/N varies between 0.8
and 0.9 for the four cases shown). This presents a significant
problem for the robustness of retrievals in this region, particu-
larly as the Q-band spectra suffer from significant telluric con-
tamination.
In summary, the uncertainty in the TEXES radiometric cal-
ibration impacts the quantities that can be derived from these
data, particularly given the degeneracies inherent in spectral
inversion. We proceed with the CIRS-derived scaling factors
(Fig. 8), which allow us to fit the TEXES data with the best
goodness-of-fit and a smooth T (p) structure.
4.2. Sensitivity to the temperature prior
Fig. 11 shows the sensitivity of the retrieved temperature
structure in Jupiter’s tropics to changes in our a priori thermal
structure. Five different priors were used, varying ±20 K from
the reference atmosphere described in Section 3. The retrieved
T (p) remains consistent throughout the troposphere and lower
stratosphere, only beginning to differ significantly in the mid-
stratosphere near 1 mbar. For p < 0.5 mbar the retrieved T (p)
differences begin to exceed the uncertainty on our nominal re-
trievals, implying that even with the high spectral resolution of
TEXES we still have a significant sensitivity to the prior in the
upper stratosphere. Note that the uncertainties shown in Fig. 11
are the formal errors on the optimal estimate derived from the
measurement, smoothing and a priori error covariance matrices
(equation 22 of Irwin et al., 2008), but they underestimate the
true uncertainty shown in Fig. 11 for the upper stratosphere.
As ethane and acetylene emission bands both have multi-
lobed contribution functions that probe these low pressures,
this will have implications for our ability to determine hydro-
carbon abundances. For the five cases in Fig. 11, the scal-
ing factors for the prior C2H2 and C2H6 abundances vary by
40% and 6%, respectively. Acetylene’s strong dependence on
the upper atmospheric temperature is unsurprising given the
high-altitude peaks of the contribution functions in Fig. 7,
whereas ethane senses the deeper stratosphere where temper-
atures are better constrained. The quality of the fits varies from
χ2/N = 0.79 − 0.81 for this particular tropical spectrum, with
marginally better fits for the warmest upper stratosphere. Re-
peating this test for a tropical-mean of the CIRS 2.5 cm−1 ob-
servations shows exactly the same problem, with T (p) profiles
becoming dependent on the prior for p < 0.2 mbar, and cor-
responding uncertainties in the C2H2 and C2H6 abundances of
25% and 3%, respectively. The hydrocarbon abundances are
strongly sensitive to this upper atmospheric temperature uncer-
tainty, so we must identify some way to constrain the prior us-
ing previous measurements. We note that our nominal prior has
a 1-mbar temperature of 167 K (consistent with the estimate of
168-K from Lindal, 1992) and that Seiff et al. (1998) showed a
quasi-isothermal structure up to p < 2µbar, consistent with the
warmer retrievals in Fig. 11. However, this is only representa-
tive of one location on Jupiter, and higher spectral resolutions
(with more high-altitude information content) will be needed
to properly constrain temperatures and acetylene abundances in
Jupiter’s upper atmosphere for p < 1 mbar.
4.3. Sensitivity to the hydrocarbon priors
With this uncertainty in the vertical T (p), are we particularly
sensitive to the choice of prior for the hydrocarbon distribu-
tions? Based on Nixon et al. (2007), the abundances of C2H2
and C2H6 peak in the 15-20 µbar region (as shown in Fig. 12),
where our thermal uncertainties are extremely large. To ex-
plore these uncertainties, we constructed a grid of stratospheric
temperature and hydrocarbon priors in the following way: (a)
using isotherms in the upper stratosphere between 150 and 190
K, smoothly connecting to our nominal temperature prior in the
lower stratosphere; (b) an ethane distribution with zero abun-
dance for p > 100 mbar, a range of fractional scale heights
for 100 > p > 0.1 mbar; constant mole fractions of 0.5-5.0
ppm between 0.1 > p > 0.01 mbar; and a decline with alti-
tude for p < 0.01mbar; and (c) an acetylene distribution with
similar parameters but with a higher-altitude region of constant
abundance between 0.05 > p > 0.005 mbar. With five vari-
ables defining the temperature and hydrocarbon priors, we reran
the tropical retrievals for both CIRS and TEXES over a thou-
sand times, recording the best-fitting 2-mbar abundance and the
goodness-of-fit to the 744, 819 and 1247-cm−1 channels. The
scaled profiles are shown in Fig. 12.
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(e) Varying 1161 cm-1
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(f) Varying 1248 cm-1
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Figure 10: Demonstration of the effects on the T (p) of scaling the TEXES channels relative to one another. Panel a shows the tropopause effects of scaling the
Q-band channels; panels b-f show the results from scaling the 819, 901, 960, 1161 and 1248-cm−1 channels. The effects on the composition and the quality of the
spectral fit are discussed in Section 4.
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Figure 11: Testing the retrieval sensitivity to the T (p) prior. Five different
priors were used, varying ±20 K from our reference atmosphere (dotted lines).
The corresponding retrieved T (p) (solid lines) are remarkably consistent until
p < 0.5 mbar, when their deviations begin to exceed the formal uncertainty on
the optimal estimate (dashed lines).
This experiment demonstrated that both CIRS and TEXES
spectra contain information on the vertical distributions of tem-
perature and hydrocarbons, with some priors leading to better
fits than others. The scatter in the best-fitting C2H2 profiles
(Fig. 12a) is larger than those for C2H6 (Fig. 12b), given that
only three narrow acetylene lines are observed in the TEXES
channels. The retrieval is still able to converge on a vertical hy-
drocarbon profile even though the upper atmospheric tempera-
tures are uncertain (Fig. 12c). All of the profiles, despite rad-
ically different abundances in the upper atmosphere, converge
in the 0.1-5.0 mbar region where TEXES is most sensitive. In
this tropical-mean spectrum, we found 2-mbar acetylene abun-
dances between 0.02 ppm and 0.07 ppm (column densities in-
tegrated for p < 10 mbar of 2.5− 4.5× 1015 molecules/m2) and
2-mbar ethane abundances between 1.5-2.5 ppm (1.9−2.3×1016
molecules/m2 at p < 10 mbar), depending on the vertical pro-
file and retaining only those models that reproduced the data
within 1σ. These abundances fall within the range of previous
studies (see the excellent summary in Fig. 1 of Zhang et al.,
2013a). The most radical deviations of the abundance profiles
from previous work failed to reproduce the data satisfactorily.
Unfortunately, even these large error ranges are underesti-
mates for TEXES, given the lack of T (p) information at high
altitude and the uncertainty in the radiometric scaling. If the
TEXES calibration were completely accurate, then the spectral
resolution used in this study is sufficient to provide informa-
tion on the vertical stratospheric structure. But further exper-
imentation showed that the favoured prior was extremely sen-
sitive to our choice of radiometric scaling. To make the prob-
lem tractable in the absence of other constraints on the upper
atmosphere, we chose to use hydrocarbon priors based on pho-
tochemical modelling (Moses et al., 2005), which were them-
selves based on T (p) profiles similar to those used in our no-
tional prior. These have been previously validated against CIRS
spectra at higher spectral resolution (Nixon et al., 2007; Zhang
et al., 2013a). We caution the reader that alternative vertical dis-
tributions also produce acceptable fits to the TEXES and CIRS
data, and that our technique of scaling these profiles would be
unable to distinguish between a change in abundance at one al-
titude, a change in the vertical abundance gradient, or a change
in upper atmospheric temperature. Our inversions therefore as-
sume that horizontal temperature changes at microbar pressures
mirror those at millibar pressures (from smooth relaxation to
the upper atmospheric prior set by Voyager and Galileo radio
science experiments) and that the hydrocarbon profiles have the
same vertical shapes everywhere. Ultimately a combination of
radiative and photochemical models will be required to set bet-
ter priors for temperature and hydrocarbons in the upper atmo-
sphere to break this extremely challenging degeneracy.
4.4. Sensitivity to tropospheric priors
Degenerate solutions also exist when we consider the var-
ious contributors - temperature, aerosols and the vertical dis-
tributions of ammonia and phosphine - that shape spectra in
the 819, 901, 960 and 1161 cm−1 channels. Adopting a simi-
lar strategy to those employed in the stratosphere, we explored
this degeneracy via a grid, allowing the PH3 and NH3 transition
pressures p0 and the cloud base pressure to vary between 600
and 1000 mbar; the cloud scale height to vary between 0.1 and
0.5 (i.e., compact or extended); and repeated this for two cloud
cross-section models: (i) a spectrally-uniform absorber, and (ii)
a cloud of spherical NH3 ice particles (Martonchik et al., 1984)
with a standard gamma distribution of mean particle radii 10 µm
and variance 5 µm (i.e., large particles consistent with Fletcher
et al., 2009a). We then allowed the NH3 and PH3 deep abun-
dances and fractional scale heights, plus the temperatures and
opacity of our aerosol layer, to vary freely during the tropical-
mean retrieval, and the resulting NH3, PH3 and temperature
profiles are shown in Fig. 13.
We found negligible difference in the fitting quality between
the compact and extended aerosol layers, limited sensitivity to
the base pressure of the clouds themselves, and no difference
in fitting quality between the grey cloud or large NH3 ice par-
ticles. The use of the extended cloud favoured T (p) profiles
(Fig. 13c) with warmer 1-bar temperatures (∼ 172 K) whereas
the compact cloud favoured ∼ 161 K (the Galileo probe mea-
sured ∼ 166 K at the same altitude, Seiff et al., 1998). Given
the broad-band effect of aerosol opacity on Jupiter’s spectrum,
a wider spectral range would be needed to provide new con-
straints on the upper tropospheric aerosols, so we use a p = 800
mbar compact cloud of large NH3 ice spheres for the remainder
of this study, representative of previous literature in this range
(Wong et al., 2004; Matcheva et al., 2005; Achterberg et al.,
2006; Fletcher et al., 2009a). This choice has very little effect
on the 440-mbar temperatures and gas abundances, but a more
substantial impact near 800 mbar - temperatures here are ∼ 2K
warmer for higher-altitude cloud bases, but this is smaller than
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Figure 12: Testing sensitivity of TEXES inversions to the chosen priors for (a) acetylene, (b) ethane and (c) stratospheric temperature, as described in the main text.
Grey lines in panels (a) and (b) show vertical profiles scaled during the retrieval to fit the tropical-mean spectrum; black lines show those models that reproduce
the respective emission feature to within a ∆χ2/N = 1. The red dashed lines are low-latitude averages of the results of Nixon et al. (2007) for comparison. Grey
lines in panel (c) are the corresponding temperature profiles derived from the data for five different priors; the black lines are those models which reproduce the full
spectrum within a ∆χ2/N = 1.
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Figure 13: Testing the sensitivity of TEXES inversions to the chosen priors for vertical distributions of (a) PH3 and (b) NH3, and (c) the corresponding effects on
the T (p) retrieval. Models fitting the data within a ∆χ2/N = 1 are shown as black lines, models with poorer fits are shown as the grey lines.
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the ∼ 10 K scatter in temperatures due to the poor constraint on
the deep ammonia abundance. This reflects the substantial de-
generacy between all three parameters (temperatures, aerosols
and gas abundances) at p > 800 mbar.
Retrieved vertical profiles of ammonia and phosphine (Fig.
13a-b) overlap in the 400-600 mbar range despite large differ-
ences in the location of the profile transition pressures p0 and
the deep mole fraction q0. The sensitivity to the deep abun-
dances is limited in the TEXES data, resulting in the scatter of
results spanning an order of magnitude for both species. For
ammonia, the best-fitting profiles had p0 near 800 mbar, which
is also consistent with the altitude of the putative NH3 conden-
sation cloud. At higher pressures, the Galileo probe indicated a
deep NH3 mole fraction of 570± 220 ppm for p > 8 bar (Wong
et al., 2004), but Jupiter observations at microwave wavelengths
support a depletion for p < 4 bar to reach 100-200 ppm levels
in the 1-2 bar region (de Pater et al., 2001; Showman and de
Pater, 2005). The deep abundances estimated by TEXES fall
between these two extremes. At higher altitudes, the TEXES
fits support a steep decline in NH3 to ∼ 5 ppm near 440 mbar,
consistent with the 2 − 10 ppm range reported by (Achterberg
et al., 2006). For the remainder of this study, we fix the NH3 p0
to 800 mbar and vary both the deep abundance and fractional
scale height to fit the data.
The deep abundance of PH3 is poorly constrained by the
TEXES data. The PH3 profiles in Fig. 13a demonstrate that the
fitting quality is only weakly sensitive to p0, with values in the
range 600-800 mbar reproducing the data within 1σ and a best-
fit for p0 = 750 mbar. PH3 abundances for the best-fitting mod-
els all overlap near 400 mbar where TEXES has the most sensi-
tivity, with mole fractions in the range 0.35-0.45 ppm depend-
ing on the choice of vertical profile. If we fix p0 to 750 mbar, we
derive deep abundances that are consistent with the q0 ∼ 2 ppm
estimated for p > 1 bar by previous mid-infrared studies (see
Fletcher et al., 2009a, and references therein), but larger than
estimates of q0 ∼ 0.7 ppm using the deeper-sounding 5-µm
window (Giles et al., 2015, using the same spectral inversion
techniques). Resolving this discrepancy requires simultaneous
modelling of both the 5- and 10-µm PH3 bands and is beyond
the scope of the current study, so we fix the PH3 to q0 = 2 ppm
for p > 750 mbar for the remainder of this study.
In summary, despite the excellent spatial and spectral reso-
lution of the TEXES Jupiter dataset, one significant challenge
hampers its analysis - the radiometric calibration. If the calibra-
tion of the eight channels were accurate, then the exploration
of parameter space described above would have provided some
insight into the vertical distributions of temperature, hydrocar-
bons, tropospheric gases and aerosols. Instead, we have sys-
tematically tuned the absolute abundances and temperatures to
broadly reflect previous investigations. We are now able to ex-
plore relative spatial variability in each of these properties in
the next Section, but with the caveat that systematic uncertain-
ties are large.
5. Results and Discussion
In this Section, we present a comparison of Jupiter’s temper-
atures, composition and aerosol opacity from both CIRS (2000,
Ls = 110◦) and TEXES observations (2014 Ls = 175◦). Zonal-
mean spectra were computed from all TEXES and CIRS data
on a 2◦ latitudinal grid with a 4◦ width. Spatially resolved spec-
tra are computed on the same latitudinal grid, but with a longi-
tudinal step of 2◦ and a width of 4◦, resulting in approximately
11,000 spectra for a global map between 60◦N and 60◦S. For the
zonal-mean spectra we retrieved vertical temperature profiles at
every location along with (i) the optical depth of the 800-mbar
compact cloud of 10-µm radius NH3 ice spheres; (ii) the scale
height for PH3 above a well-mixed mole fraction of 2 ppm for
p > 750 mbar; (iii) the deep mole fraction and fractional scale
height for NH3 with a transition pressure of p = 800 mbar;
and (iv) scale factors for low-latitude mean profiles of C2H2
and C2H6 from Nixon et al. (2007). The retrieval strategy for
the spatially-resolved maps was similar, except that we simply
scaled a low-latitude mean of the PH3, NH3, C2H2 and C2H6
profiles derived from the zonal-mean spectra. We caution the
reader that the choice of temperature and gaseous priors does
indeed influence the retrieval, and that alternative distributions
are often able to reproduce the data equally well. In partic-
ular, the hydrocarbon vertical gradients are held constant and
all variations are assumed to be horizontal. This is the first time
that global maps of these species have been presented from mid-
infrared spectroscopy.
5.1. Temperatures
Although several previous authors have used the December
2000 CIRS 2.5 cm−1 observations of Jupiter to determine the
zonal-mean temperatures (e.g., Flasar et al., 2004b; Matcheva
et al., 2005; Simon-Miller et al., 2006b; Achterberg et al., 2006;
Fletcher et al., 2009a), we repeated these measurements to en-
sure that the retrieval parameterisations were identical between
the TEXES and CIRS inversions. Fig. 14 compares Jupiter’s
zonal-mean temperatures in 2000 and 2014 at five different
pressures; Fig. 15 shows latitude-pressure zonal cross-sections
of the temperature field; and Fig. 16 compares global tempera-
ture maps. These results clearly demonstrate that ground-based
TEXES observations are able to match the large-scale structures
observed by Cassini.
5.1.1. Tropical and Temperate Domains
The tropical domain shows the largest temperature contrasts
between the warm NEB and SEB and the cold equatorial zone.
The NEB generally appears warmer than the SEB at 250-500
mbar, but the contrast between the two belts in Fig. 14f-g has
varied with time, from ∼ 2 − 4 K at 250 mbar in 2000 to ∼ 1 K
in 2014. The shifting contrasts are unsurprising given the lon-
gitudinal variability observed in both belts in Fig. 16. Rossby
waves are thought to modulate the temperatures of these belts
(Deming et al., 1989; Magalhaes et al., 1989; Orton et al., 1994;
Harrington et al., 1996; Deming et al., 1997), although their
connection to the equatorial Rossby wave responsible for the
‘5-µm hotspots’ (Allison, 1990; Ortiz et al., 1998; Showman
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(f) Temperature at 220 mbar
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(g) Temperature at 330 mbar
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(h) Temperature at 500 mbar
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Figure 14: Comparison of the zonal-mean temperatures between TEXES (black circles) and CIRS (red triangles) at pressure levels in the stratosphere (left) and
troposphere (right). The grey error bars represent retrieval uncertainties, comprising random measurement error, smoothing error and degeneracies. Systematic
calibration uncertainties are not included in these error bars.
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(b) TEXES Temperatures (2014)
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Figure 15: Comparison of the zonal-mean temperature contours between
TEXES and CIRS. Vertical dotted lines show the location of prograde jets as
measured by Cassini (Porco et al., 2003). Contours have a 5-K separation.
and Dowling, 2000) has so far remained unclear. By combining
TEXES observations in the M, N and Q-bands, Fig. 4 clearly
indicates that the 5-µm hotspots are associated with thermal
perturbations throughout the upper troposphere, although the
correspondence is hardest to see at the Q-band wavelengths.
We return to this problem, and the temperature distribution in
the vicinity of the Great Red Spot, in Section 6.
The temperature at the equator, and therefore the contrast be-
tween the EZ and neighbouring belts, has also varied with time.
The TEXES data indicate a warmer EZ at all longitudes and tro-
pospheric pressures (the reduced latitudinal contrast can be seen
in Fig. 16), ∼ 2 − 4 K warmer than that observed by CIRS in
Fig. 14g. Similar levels of equatorial variability near 250 mbar
were observed by Orton et al. (1994) and Simon-Miller et al.
(2006b) prior to Cassini’s flyby, and this variability was tenta-
tively associated with equatorial brightening events, suggestive
of fresh updrafts and cooling. Indeed, the EZ was the cold-
est region on the planet in 2000 (115 K at 250 mbar), whereas
the STropZ was coldest in 2014. Away from the tropics, the
thermal data lacks the spatial resolution to identify tempera-
ture contrasts across the numerous jets in the temperate domain
(±25 − 65◦) observed by Cassini (Porco et al., 2003). The nar-
row belts and zones of the temperate domain are visible in the
raw data (Fig. 2), as well as the variability associated with the
brown barges described in Section 2.2, but these are not cap-
tured on our 2 × 2◦ spatial grid in Fig. 16.
5.1.2. Polar Vortices
There is no notable change in the deep temperatures at p >
200 mbar as we enter the polar domains (beyond the highest-
latitude prograde jets at 66.8◦S and 68.7◦N). However, if we
move higher into the tropopause region (80-100 mbar) and the
stratosphere p > 5 mbar), we find that the temperature drops
significantly poleward of ±60◦ in both the CIRS and TEXES
data. Large cold anomalies sit over both polar regions in the
5-100 mbar range, implying a strong negative shear on the
prograde polar jets in both hemispheres. This behaviour was
also evident in thermal retrievals from Voyager and Cassini
by Simon-Miller et al. (2006b), who discussed the presence
of cold polar vortices and their implications for middle atmo-
spheric circulation and composition. Jupiter’s polar regions are
characterised by the regular belt/zone structure giving way to
smaller-scale turbulence, and by a sharp rise in the number den-
sity and optical thickness of stratospheric aerosols in the 10-20
mbar region (Zhang et al., 2013b). These aerosols contribute
to the radiative budget (Zhang et al., 2015) and could serve to
enhance radiative cooling over the poles without the need to in-
voke large-scale upwelling and adiabatic cooling. Moving into
the mid-stratosphere (p < 5 mbar) there is no evidence for the
cold polar vortices in Fig. 14a-b - instead, temperatures ap-
pear to rise poleward of ±60◦, potentially in association with
the regions of auroral heating (see Sinclair et al., 2015, for an
exploration of the temperatures at these high latitudes).
5.1.3. Equatorial Stratosphere and QQO
The equatorial tropopause and stratosphere are strongly in-
fluenced by Jupiter’s quasi-quadrennial oscillation (QQO), a
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Cassini/CIRS 2000-12-31 IRTF/TEXES 2014-12-08(a) 2 mbar
(b) 10 mbar
(c) 100 mbar
(d) 400 mbar
Figure 16: Global maps of Jupiter’s temperatures at four pressure levels: 2 and 10 mbar in the stratosphere; 100 and 400 mbar in the troposphere. We compared
Cassini/CIRS measurements from December 2000 on the left to IRTF/TEXES measurements from December 2014 on the right. Mean retrieval uncertainties are
2.3 K, 2.0K, 1.9 K and 1.0 K for the four pressure levels from top to bottom, excluding systematic uncertainties due to the radiometric calibration of TEXES. Gaps
in spatial coverage are shown as white. Diagonal striations, particularly in the 400-mbar TEXES map, are due to variable striping on the detector that could not be
fully removed.
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regular ∼ 4.2-year cycle of changing tropical temperatures
that has been compared to the Earth’s quasi-biennial (26-
month) oscillation (QBO) (Orton et al., 1991; Leovy et al.,
1991; Friedson, 1999; Simon-Miller et al., 2006b). These tem-
perature changes are the result of zonal-wind reversals due
to stresses imparted by upward-propagating waves, although
Simon-Miller et al. (2006b) showed that the temperature os-
cillations were rather more complex (a superposition of many
different periods) and that the amplitude varied with time, par-
ticularly in response to the 1994 Shoemaker-Levy 9 collision.
The QQO can be seen in our CIRS inversions as a vertical
chain of warm and cool airmasses, but this is much less ap-
parent in the TEXES inversions. In 2000, a large cool airmass
at 1 mbar sat above a warm airmass at 5 mbar. Fourteen years
(3.5 QQO cycles) later the latitudinal temperature contrasts at
both altitudes were much more subdued in Fig. 14a-d, showing
a small equatorial maximum near 5 mbar and a small equa-
torial minimum at 1 mbar. This is broadly consistent with a
long-term record of the QQO phase (Greathouse et al., in prep),
which indicates that the equatorial stratosphere should have a
local maximum at 10 mbar and a local minimum at 0.4 mbar
in December 2014. However, our moderate-resolution TEXES
spectra at 1247 cm−1 are insufficient to fully resolve the verti-
cal structure of the QQO - either broadband spectral coverage
(like CIRS) or higher TEXES spectral resolutions are required.
On Saturn, Cassini has observed the stratospheric airmasses as-
sociated with its quasi-periodic oscillation to sink towards the
tropopause over time (Fouchet et al., 2008; Orton et al., 2008;
Fletcher et al., 2010a; Guerlet et al., 2011; Schinder et al., 2011;
Fletcher et al., 2016), and Jupiter’s QQO may be responsible for
modulating the equatorial temperatures near the tropopause in
Fig. 14e.
5.1.4. Mid-Latitude Stratosphere and Waves
Jupiter’s mid-latitude stratospheric temperatures are largely
symmetric about the equator for p > 50 mbar, but become sig-
nificantly asymmetric at higher altitudes. In 2000, the northern
stratosphere at 5 mbar was ∼ 10 K warmer at 30◦N than at 30◦S
(Fig. 14-15), a situation also found 20 years earlier by Voy-
ager (1979) (Simon-Miller et al., 2006b). The 5-mbar contrast
was smaller in 2014 but still indicated warmer northern mid-
latitudes. Furthermore, the peak southern temperatures moved
from ∼ 30◦S to ∼ 20◦S between 2000 and 2014. This sub-
stantial variability is consistent with the 1979-2001 record of
stratospheric temperatures from the ground (Orton et al., 1994;
Simon-Miller et al., 2006b). Given that the northern strato-
sphere was warmer than the south in 1979 (Ls = 190◦, early
northern autumn), 2000 (Ls = 110◦, just after northern sum-
mer solstice) and 2014 (Ls = 175◦, late northern summer),
it is plausible that this is a seasonal effect due to Jupiter’s 3◦
obliquity. However, the 10-mbar time series of Simon-Miller
et al. (2006b) implied that simple radiative heating and cool-
ing could not explain the phasing of the stratospheric tempera-
ture changes. Alternatively, the number density of stratospheric
aerosols is higher in Jupiter’s northern hemisphere poleward of
30◦N (Zhang et al., 2013b), which could produce additional
stratospheric radiative heating that contributes to the asym-
metry (note that radiative simulations without stratospheric
aerosols produce negligible north-south asymmetries in strato-
spheric temperature, S. Guerlet, pers. comms.). However, there
appear to be no notable stratospheric aerosol enhancements at
the mid-latitudes (Zhang et al., 2013b), so an alternative expla-
nation for the ±15 − 40◦ warm bands is required.
The stratospheric temperature maps (Fig. 16) provide further
insights, showing how the stratosphere is dominated by broad
bands of warmer temperatures in the ±15 − 40◦ range, with the
north being warmer than the south in 2014. We note, however,
that this is not true at all longitudes in Fig. 16, with some longi-
tudes having approximately equal temperatures at the northern
and southern mid-latitudes. This is better shown by the lon-
gitudinal temperature cross-sections in 2014 (Fig. 17), where
we compare east-west cuts at ±20 − 30◦ latitude. 2-mbar tem-
peratures vary from ∼ 170 K in the quiescent stratosphere in
both hemispheres up to ∼ 185 K at the peaks of the prominent
northern stratospheric wave in Fig. 17a. Both Fig. 16 and 17
demonstrate the high degree of longitudinal variability evident
at Jupiter’s mid-latitudes. The temperature asymmetry appears
to be driven by the wave activity present primarily in the north-
ern hemisphere, with the warmest temperatures near 25◦N (i.e.,
above the North Tropical Zone and North Temperate Belt) and
240− 270◦W in the TEXES maps. This wave is not continuous
around the planet, but is evident between 150 − 270◦W with a
15 − 20◦ wavelength. The CIRS stratospheric maps show sim-
ilar levels of longitudinal variability in both hemispheres, but
with a less well-defined wavelength.
Ground-based observations over multiple years must be used
to constrain Jupiter’s stratospheric wave properties (e.g., com-
mon latitudes, wavelengths, phase speed and variability), but
we speculate that the temperature asymmetry between north-
ern and southern mid-latitudes is driven mechanically, rather
than radiatively. The ephemeral wave activity could be more
common and stronger in the northern hemisphere (as it is in
2014 in Fig. 16), in response to asymmetries in the strength of
mechanical forcing from meteorological activity in the tropo-
sphere. Vertically propagating waves can transport energy from
the deeper atmosphere, but the ability of these waves to reach
the stratosphere depends on the vertical and latitudinal curva-
ture of the background zonal-wind field (see below), which is
indeed asymmetric between the two hemispheres (e.g., Con-
rath et al., 1990) and could result in hemispheric differences in
the prevalence of stratospheric wave activity. We note, how-
ever, that no large-scale plume activity was spotted in visible
images of either the NTropZ or NTB that would obviously be
coupling tropospheric weather to stratospheric wave activity in
December 2014. Alternatively, we can postulate a large-scale
stratospheric circulation pattern, with subsidence and adiabatic
heating being stronger at northern mid-latitudes than at south-
ern mid-latitudes in 2000 and 2014 (vertical velocities of order
5 × 10−6 m/s are required based on the work of Simon-Miller
et al., 2006b). Another alternative is that jovian mid-latitudes
are controlled by an extratropical QQO, varying in step with the
changes seen at the equator. Earth’s extratropical variations ap-
pear to be correlated with the equatorial QBO (Section 12.5 of
Andrews et al., 1987), although this does not necessarily imply
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Figure 17: Longitudinal cross-section of temperatures through stratospheric
wave activity in Jupiter’s northern and southern hemispheres observed by
TEXES in December 2014. Contours are spaced every 5 K, and we see that
northern and southern 2-mbar temperatures would be near-equal without the
prominent northern wave.
a direct dynamical connection. Distinguishing between large-
scale meridional overturning, radiative heating and cooling, and
mixing and heating via wave activity, will be a challenge for fu-
ture observations and models.
5.2. Ammonia
The spatial distribution of jovian ammonia above the topmost
clouds is expected to be governed by a balance between (i) ver-
tical mixing from the deeper, well-mixed reservoir (de Pater,
1986; Sault et al., 2004; Showman and de Pater, 2005); (ii) con-
densation so that NH3 follows a sub-saturated profile through
the upper troposphere (Carlson et al., 1993); and (iii) photolytic
destruction to generate dihydrazine, a potential contributor to
Jupiter’s upper tropospheric hazes (e.g., West et al., 2004). Pre-
vious studies of ammonia variability have come from a variety
of sources, from centimetre wavelengths (probing p > 1 bar,
e.g., de Pater et al., 2001) to the thermal infrared in the 0.2-
1.0 bar region (Fouchet et al., 2000; Achterberg et al., 2006;
Fletcher et al., 2010b) and near-infrared (Irwin et al., 1998,
e.g.,). These studies suggest that the ammonia abundance is
correlated with cloud opacity, with enhancements in zones and
depletions in belts. The CIRS and TEXES zonal-mean am-
monia distribution and the corresponding relative humidity are
plotted near the peak of the contribution function (500 mbar)
in Fig. 18a-b, and confirm the direct correlation with aerosol
opacity. The relative humidity varied from ∼ 10% in the belts
to ∼ 125% in the equatorial zone, consistent with the distribu-
tion shown by Achterberg et al. (2006).
The dominant characteristic of the NH3 distribution in Fig.
18a and Fig. 19a is the factor of 3-5 contrast between the en-
hanced and supersaturated NH3 of the EZ and the depletion
over the SEB and NEB, demonstrating that the NH3 abundance
is anti-correlated with tropospheric temperatures. This is the
opposite of what we would expect from condensation alone (de-
pletion in colder environments), and suggests the influence of
dynamics. 500-mbar abundances range from ∼ 5 − 15 ppm
over the NEB/SEB to ∼ 30 ppm at the equator, but belt/zone
variations with smaller amplitudes are evident in the temperate
domains (particularly in the NTropZ and STropZ). These values
are consistent with previous CIRS analysis by Achterberg et al.
(2006) using the same dataset. There is conflicting evidence for
changes to the ammonia abundance in the polar domain, with
CIRS results suggesting a gradual decline in abundance from
±45◦ to ±75◦ in both hemispheres, and TEXES results suggest-
ing a slight upturn poleward of ±60◦. Given that sensitivity to
tropospheric ammonia drops with increasing emission angle at
these high latitudes, understanding the distribution of NH3 at
Jupiter’s poles must likely await the arrival of the Juno space-
craft.
The low-latitude NH3 contrasts could potentially be asso-
ciated with Hadley-type circulation patterns (Gierasch et al.,
1986; Showman and de Pater, 2005), with ascending air pro-
ducing moist adiabats in the zones and transporting air from
the deep reservoir of well-mixed NH3 up to the cloud base. It
is interesting to note that the ammonia mole fractions deduced
in the zones from CIRS and TEXES for p > 800 mbar (i.e.,
below the NH3 condensation cloud) are in the 400-500 ppm
range in the equatorial zone, with spatial gradients similar to
that seen at 500 mbar in Fig. 18a. These values are consis-
tent with the maximum ∼ 570 ppm abundances inferred by the
Galileo probe in the 10-bar region (Wong et al., 2004). This
is somewhat surprising, given that the formation of the NH4SH
cloud (expected to occur below the altitudes probed in the ther-
mal infrared) would remove some of the NH3 from the column.
Nevertheless, this supports the idea that large-scale upwelling
can transport material from the ∼ 8 − 12 bar level all the way
to the top-most condensation clouds in the zones. Conversely,
Showman and de Pater (2005) ruled out such direct upwelling
on the basis of a global depletion of NH3 at p < 4 bar observed
in radio observations (de Pater et al., 2001; Sault et al., 2004),
even at the equator. Showman and de Pater (2005) instead sug-
gested that lateral mixing of dry air from belts and moist air
from zones (Ingersoll et al., 2000) created NH3 abundances in
the 1-4 bar regime that were much smaller than those in the
deep reservoir. Based on the thermal-IR inversions presented
here, we do not need to invoke such a lateral circulation pat-
tern at Jupiter’s tropical latitudes. Furthermore, we note that
alternative profiles with deeper transition pressures near p = 1
bar require even larger NH3 abundances (by factors of 2-4) to
reproduce the data (Fig. 13b).
The spatial distribution of NH3 in Fig. 19a shows that NH3
does indeed form bands around the planet coinciding with the
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(f) Acetylene Mole Fraction at 5 mbar
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Figure 18: Zonal-mean distributions of gaseous species and aerosols in the TEXES (black circle) and CIRS (red diamonds) datasets. Ammonia (panel a), the
ammonia relative humidity at 500 mbar (panel b) and phosphine (panel c) are plotted near the peak of the N-band contribution functions, as are ethane (panel e) and
acetylene (panel f). The aerosol opacity is the cumulative optical depth at 1 bar using our compact 800-mbar NH3 ice cloud. As in Fig. 14, the error bars are from
formal retrieval uncertainties and do not account for systematic offsets in absolute calibration. Vertical dotted lines in pane (d) represent prograde jets as measured
by Porco et al. (2003).
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Cassini/CIRS 2000-12-31 IRTF/TEXES 2014-12-08
(a) Ammonia at 500 mbar [ppm]
(b) Phosphine at 500 mbar [ppm]
(c) Aerosol Optical Depth
(d) Acetylene at 5 mbar [ppm]
(e) Ethane at 5 mbar [ppm]
Figure 19: Spatially resolved maps of gases and aerosols derived from Cassini (December 2000) on the left and TEXES (December 2014) on the right. A single
scale factor was retrieved for each of the five categories. Ammonia and phosphine are shown at 500 mbar, acetylene and ethane at 5 mbar, and the aerosol optical
depth is a cumulative opacity based on a compact cloud at 800 mbar. Note that the scale bars for each figure are not identical, given the different absolute abundances
in Fig. 18. The Great Red Spot is near 50◦W in 2000 and 120◦W in 2014. Missing data are shown as white gaps in each panel.
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aerosol opacity, as well as significant longitudinal variability
in abundance. The equatorial zone is not uniformly enhanced
in NH3, but both CIRS and TEXES shows peaks near 5◦N that
bias the zonal-mean distribution slightly northward of the equa-
tor. These ammonia-rich plumes coincide with strong NH3 de-
pletions on the edge of the NEB that are most visible between
60 − 150◦W in the TEXES map. We will explore their impli-
cations (and the complex NH3 distribution associated with the
GRS) in Section 6. Both the zonal-mean and the NH3 map
reveal changes in the SEB between 2000 and 2014. In 2000,
the ammonia depletion over the SEB was broader in latitude,
extending from 7 − 20◦S. But by 2014, the northern half of the
SEB contained more NH3, with the effect of shrinking the NH3-
depleted region into the southern part of the belt, 15 − 20◦S. A
more complete time series is needed to assess whether these
changes relate to the fade and revival cycle of the SEB, which
recently occurred between 2009-2012 (Fletcher et al., 2011b).
5.3. Phosphine
Unlike NH3, the distribution of PH3 is not affected by con-
densation processes, and can instead be used to infer the
strength of vertical mixing and the efficiency of photolytic de-
struction in Jupiter’s upper troposphere. The phosphine dis-
tributions shown in Fig. 18c confirm the findings previously
reported by CIRS (Irwin et al., 2004; Fletcher et al., 2009a,
2010b). PH3 is elevated over the EZ and depleted over the
NEB and SEB, sensing the same Hadley-type circulation pat-
tern as the NH3 and aerosol distributions. PH3 shows a dis-
tinct secondary maximum near 30◦S (associated with the white
STropZ) with a minimum near 45◦S, that is not mirrored in the
northern hemisphere. In fact, 35 − 60◦N represents a plateau
in the zonal-mean PH3 distribution that has no counterpart in
the south. This results in a decidedly asymmetric appearance
in the spatial map (Fig. 19b) with more PH3 in the northern
hemisphere. This northern plateau and the southern contrasts
are evident in both the TEXES and CIRS observations (late and
early northern summer, respectively), hinting at an asymmetry
that is stable over long periods of time.
The contrast between the enriched EZ and the depleted equa-
torial belts is more subdued in 2014, mirroring the smaller con-
trast in equatorial temperatures. This is unlikely to be caused by
differences in spatial resolution, given that these are comparable
between the TEXES and CIRS datasets. It could reflect the dif-
ferent weighting between the spectral fitting and the prior in the
TEXES and CIRS inversions with very different spectral reso-
lutions, although Fig. 8 does show real differences in zonally-
averaged radiances at tropical latitudes. If periodic increases in
equatorial upwelling do serve to cool temperatures and enhance
gases and aerosols, then it is plausible that the Cassini observa-
tions were closer to such an event. Indeed, the 250-mbar time
series of Simon-Miller et al. (2006b) does suggest that equa-
torial contrasts were stronger in 2000 than in the early 1990s.
We suggest that the equatorial enhancement in PH3 is therefore
time variable. Furthermore, unlike the ammonia updrafts that
are localised in plumes in Fig. 19a, the phosphine equatorial
enhancement appears more uniform with longitude (although
still with a slight bias towards the northern EZ), suggesting dif-
ferent processes controlling the abundances of these species.
At higher latitudes, the PH3 abundances gradually increase
poleward of 45◦S and 60◦N, being enhanced at high latitudes in
both datasets. This polar enhancement could either be driven
by strong vertical mixing within the polar vortices, or due
to enhanced photolytic shielding from Jupiter’s stratospheric
aerosols which increase in number density towards high lati-
tudes (Zhang et al., 2013b), permitting PH3 to have a longer
lifetime before it is photochemically destroyed. The poleward
enhancement was first noted by Drossart et al. (1990) using
ground-based 5-µm spectra acquired in 1987, which also sug-
gests a long-lived stable PH3 distribution at high latitudes. Fu-
ture 2D photochemical modelling efforts for tropospheric PH3
will need to account for these spatial differences in aerosol
shielding.
It is interesting to note that the PH3 distributions inferred
from the thermal-IR differ from those encountered in the deeper
atmosphere at 5 µm. Low spatial-resolution observations by
Cassini/VIMS did not reveal strong contrasts between the equa-
tor and neighbouring belts, but they did observe the equator-
to-pole rise in PH3 (Giles et al., 2015) that were identified by
Drossart et al. (1990) at the same wavelengths. Could this be
a real change in the PH3 distribution from above the clouds to
the sub-cloud region? If so, it could support the idea that verti-
cal motions associated with the belt/zone structure are confined
in altitude and may even switch directions at higher pressures.
This would complicate the picture of ammonia-rich air rising
at the equator from the 10-bar region discussed above. Phos-
phine mole fractions reported by 5-µm studies range from 0.7-
1.1 ppm for p > 1 bar depending on the choice of H2O relative
humidity (Giles et al., 2015). As expected, these p > 1 bar
abundances are larger than the 500-mbar abundances reported
in Fig. 18c, but smaller than the ∼2 ppm deep abundance pre-
viously reported by CIRS (Irwin et al., 2004; Fletcher et al.,
2009a) - the source of this discrepancy between the 5-µm re-
sults and the 10-µm results is yet to be explained and combined
modelling of both spectral ranges will be required. Finally, PH3
is elevated within the GRS in both the CIRS and TEXES data,
to be discussed in Section 6.
5.4. Aerosols
Simulations of Jupiter’s mid-infrared spectrum require the
addition of tropospheric aerosol opacity in order to achieve ad-
equate fits, but neither the spectral properties nor the vertical
distributions of those aerosols are well-constrained (see Section
4). It remains unclear whether the 800-mbar opacity is solely
due to a condensate cloud (i.e., NH3 ice), or due to hazes pro-
duced from NH3/PH3 photolysis in the upper troposphere (po-
tentially mixed with hydrocarbons sedimenting from the strato-
sphere) (West et al., 2004). A mixture of these processes is
likely, so we retain the general term ‘aerosol’ in this section.
For consistency with previous studies (Banfield et al., 1998;
Lara et al., 1998; Irwin and Dyudina, 2002; Matcheva et al.,
2005; Wong et al., 2004; Achterberg et al., 2006; Fletcher et al.,
2009a), we assign the aerosol opacity to a compact layer near
30
800 mbar and use smooth absorption cross-sections representa-
tive of 10-µm radius NH3 ice. This altitude is consistent with
the expected condensation altitude for 3× solar-enriched NH3
(Atreya et al., 1999) and with our best-fitting transition pres-
sure from the deep, well-mixed NH3 reservoir at p > 800 mbar.
We omit clouds in the deeper atmosphere at p > 1 bar (Irwin
and Dyudina, 2002; West et al., 2004) that are unlikely to be de-
tected in mid-IR spectra. Both CIRS and TEXES retrievals are
consistent with cumulative optical depths (integrated for p < 1
bar) of ∼ 2 − 3 in the zonal-mean (Fig. 18d) and the full map
(Fig 19c).
There is a strong anti-correlation between the aerosol opac-
ity and the tropospheric temperatures, as expected for volatiles
condensing in cooler atmospheric zones. Fresh supply of
volatiles via upwelling could contribute to the enhanced cloudi-
ness of the zones, but is not required to qualitatively explain the
distribution in Fig. 19c. Opacities in Jupiter’s zones are approx-
imately twice those found in the belts, reaching 1.0-1.5 in the
zones compared to 0.1-0.6 in the cloud-free belts (although the
absolute numbers are sensitive to the cloud parameters chosen).
There have been shifts in the relative opacities of the different
regions between 2000 and 2014. In 2014, the EZ had the high-
est opacity, the SEB was slightly more cloud-free than the NEB,
local maxima in opacity occurred near 30◦S (encompassing the
STropZ and STZ with no distinct STB minimum), 24◦N (the
NTropZ) and 42◦N (NNTZ). In 2000 the STropZ was the cloud-
iest region near 27◦ with a further zone near 50◦S. The northern
hemisphere was rather different, with a local minimum associ-
ated with the NTB near 30◦N and elevated opacity in the neigh-
bouring zones - the NTropZ (22◦N), NTZ (33◦N) and NNTZ
(42◦N). The visibility and optical depth of these cloud bands
in 2000 is similar to that derived by Matcheva et al. (2005) us-
ing the same CIRS dataset. The opacity of the belts and zones
varies substantially over time in both the tropical and temperate
domains, with some of the cloud-free belts disappearing en-
tirely as occurred during the 2009-10 fade of the South Equato-
rial Belt (SEB) (Fletcher et al., 2011b). Connecting these opac-
ity changes to visible colour changes is a long-term goal of this
TEXES programme.
A subtle asymmetry in the peak aerosol opacity is evident at
the equator in Fig. 18d, which tends to be more opaque in the
0 − 4◦S region than in the 0 − 4◦N region. This asymmetry is
evident in both the TEXES and the CIRS observations. This
is opposite to the asymmetry in the zonal distribution of NH3,
which is more enhanced north of the equator, and is possibly
related to the differing dynamics on either side of the equator
- the hotspots of the NEBs versus the chaotic turbulence of the
SEBn in the vicinity of the Great Red Spot.
Poleward of ±50◦ latitude, the tropospheric aerosol opacity
drops away in both hemispheres. This is not simply an effect of
the geometry, as the retrieval requires significantly lower opac-
ities than our prior (an optical depth of unity at 1 bar) at these
high latitudes. Condensation of NH3 would not be any lower
at the poles, as Jupiter’s equator to pole temperature contrast
is relatively small. It is possible that the aerosols being sensed
in this spectral range are of a photochemical origin (i.e., pho-
tolysis of NH3 or PH3), sedimenting downward from the upper
troposphere, so we would expect them to be enhanced at low-
latitudes (where photolysis rates are highest) and depleted at
the poles, in the absence of latitudinal mixing. This aerosol
population is different from the polar aerosols sensed in the
near-IR (Zhang et al., 2013b), which show a marked increase
in opacity in the polar region. Observations from the polar-
orbiting Juno spacecraft should help to disentangle these differ-
ent aerosol populations.
5.5. Ethane and Acetylene
The spatial distribution of stratospheric hydrocarbons de-
pends on a delicate balance between photochemical production,
loss and chemical transport (and potentially ion-neutral chem-
istry at high latitudes). Cassini-derived zonal-mean hydrocar-
bon distributions (Kunde et al., 2004; Nixon et al., 2007, 2010;
Zhang et al., 2013a) revealed a C2H2 abundance that decreased
from equator to pole and a C2H6 abundance that was mostly
uniform but with a moderate poleward enhancement. Converse
to the suggestions of chemical models (Moses et al., 2005), the
distributions of these two species appear to be decoupled. The
former suggests that the C2H2 distribution is controlled by in-
solation and has a lifetime shorter than the horizontal transport
timescale. The latter suggests that ethane’s lifetime is longer
than the transport timescale and therefore C2H6 could be influ-
enced by an equator-to-pole circulation. Figs. 18e-f and 19d-
e compare TEXES results to CIRS hydrocarbon distributions.
This is the first time that Jupiter’s hydrocarbons have been de-
rived using Cassini’s closest approach data at 2.5-cm−1 resolu-
tion (previous studies of Kunde et al., 2004; Nixon et al., 2007,
2010; Zhang et al., 2013a, used 0.5-cm−1 observations at lower
spatial resolution).
A comparison of the CIRS and TEXES datasets in Figs.
18e-f reveals equatorial maxima in both species in 2000 (co-
inciding with the warm 5-mbar airmass in Fig. 14c) that were
largely absent in 2014, suggesting that vertically-localised mo-
tions might be varying in strength in connection with the QQO
wave pattern. The spatial maps in Fig. 19d-e indicate that low-
latitude ethane was more homogeneous with longitude in 2014
than in 2000, and that subtle latitudinal contrasts could be seen
in equatorial ethane in 2014. At higher latitudes, ethane dis-
plays the equator-to-pole enhancement observed by previous
authors, whereas acetylene is depleted. The ethane enhance-
ment is most notable poleward of ±50◦ in both hemispheres
(Fig. 19e). The presence of ethane at Jupiter’s high latitudes,
where photochemical production is expected to be lowest, could
imply an equator-to-pole circulation with sinking polar air en-
hancing the polar C2H6 abundance in much the same way as
it does on Saturn (Sinclair et al., 2013; Fletcher et al., 2015).
This two-cell pattern, one in each hemisphere, with air rising at
the equator and falling at the poles, is consistent with the ex-
pected motions in the purely radiatively-forced model of Con-
rath et al. (1990). However, the thermal maps in Fig. 16 reveal
that there is more to this picture than radiative forcing alone.
Furthermore, the influence of auroral-related ion-chemistry as
a potential additional source of C2H6 (but not C2H2) at high
latitudes is poorly understood, and could remove the need to
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invoke high-latitude subsidence to explain the ethane distribu-
tion (e.g., Sinclair et al., 2016).
Indeed, the most interesting result of this hydrocarbon com-
parison is the presence of mid-latitude maxima in hydrocarbon
abundances in both 2000 and 2014 (Fig. 18e-f). The contrasts
are more evident in the distribution of acetylene than ethane,
which may be a result of the different vertical gradients of the
two species: C2H2 has the stronger vertical gradient (Moses
et al., 2005) and will therefore show stronger abundance varia-
tions when subjected to localised vertical transport than C2H6.
These maxima are asymmetric, resulting in enhanced hydro-
carbon abundances at northern mid-latitudes than in the south.
The asymmetry in acetylene appeared to be stronger in 2000,
closer to northern summer solstice, and weaker in 2014 near
to the northern autumnal equinox. This is true even if we uni-
formly scale the TEXES hydrocarbon abundances to match the
CIRS abundances. The asymmetry was first noted by Nixon
et al. (2010), and given that Jupiter’s northern summer coin-
cides with orbital perihelion (and therefore higher insolation), it
was suggested that this eccentricity might lead to enhanced pro-
duction of the hydrocarbons in the north. However, Jupiter will
spend less time at perihelion than at aphelion due to Kepler’s
2nd law, implying that the annually-averaged hydrocarbon pro-
duction rates should be approximately symmetric (a sugges-
tion borne out by recent photochemical modelling studies, Hue
et al., 2015b). Furthermore, the local maxima are near 30◦N
and 30◦S, so are unlikely to be explained solely by radiative
forcing due to Jupiter’s small 3◦ obliquity. Stratospheric tem-
peratures do vary with time (Orton et al., 1994; Simon-Miller
et al., 2006b) and should impact the hydrocarbon production
rates (Hue et al., 2015a), but the difference in the zonal-mean
distributions revealed in Fig. 18e-f is rather pronounced. If
seasonal differences in photochemistry are not to blame, how
might we explain a sustained difference between the northern
and southern stratospheres?
The global maps of ethane and acetylene (Fig. 19d-e) reveal
considerable longitudinal structure underlying the zonal aver-
ages in Fig. 18. Acetylene shows a rather different pattern to
ethane, with considerably higher abundances between 10−40◦N
and lots of small-scale variability. Longitudinal variations ap-
peared to be stronger for C2H2 in 2014, although we remind the
readers that the acetylene lines are measured in spectral regions
strongly affected by telluric water vapour. However, we specu-
late that the presence of small-scale variations in the acetylene
distribution strongly suggest the influence of dynamics on these
mid-latitude abundances, rather than simple radiative control.
As described in Section 5.1.4, there could be several under-
lying causes for thermal and compositional asymmetries be-
tween the two hemispheres. Large-scale stratospheric circu-
lation could explain the latitudinal contrasts and asymmetry,
either as a single inter-hemispheric cell with rising air in the
south, cross-equatorial transport and sinking in the north; or a
two-cell system with equatorial upwelling, mid-latitude subsi-
dence and seasonal/permanent differences in the strength of the
downwelling causing the hemispheric asymmetry. However,
there may be no need to invoke such large-scale stratospheric
transport. Instead, the stratosphere could be influenced by
Jupiter’s asymmetric tropospheric dynamics - Jupiter’s south-
ern hemisphere features more large anticyclonic vortices and
their associated turbulent wakes, whereas the zonal jet system
in Jupiter’s northern hemisphere decays more slowly with alti-
tude. It is intriguing to note that the stratospheric circulation
models of Conrath et al. (1990) did show an annually-averaged
temperature asymmetry between northern and southern mid-
latitudes when mechanical forcings were included based on the
observed cloud-top zonal flows. The strength of vertical mixing
might be weaker in the northern hemisphere, permitting long-
term accumulation of hydrocarbons in the north. Indeed, the
south hosts some of the only spectroscopically-identifiable am-
monia ice clouds on the planet (Baines et al., 2002) and tanta-
lising evidence of tropospheric H2O ice from Voyager (Simon-
Miller et al., 2000) was apparently localised between 50◦S and
20◦N, again hinting at stronger vertical motions in the south
and a more sluggish north. These facts point to a connection
between the stratospheric circulation and the asymmetric tro-
pospheric dynamics at cloud-level that has yet to be captured in
combined chemistry-transport models.
Alternatively, the presence of ephemeral wave activity in
Jupiter’s northern stratosphere may serve to mix the hydrocar-
bons down from their source regions at micro-bar pressures,
and we are simply seeing a connection between wave activ-
ity and stratospheric composition. In 2014 we find some of
the largest acetylene abundances co-located with the strongest
thermal contrasts associated with the stratospheric wave. This
wave activity may or may not be connected to the asymmet-
ric tropospheric dynamics, and it is unclear whether the preva-
lence of waves is connected to Jupiter’s seasons. Disentangling
these competing effects (photochemistry, large-scale transport,
small-scale waves and mixing) will require long-term tracking
of Jupiter’s stratospheric hydrocarbon distributions, and partic-
ularly the mid-latitude asymmetry, over a full jovian year.
5.6. Winds
The discussion of asymmetries in PH3 and the hydrocar-
bons suggest that there is some difference in vertical mixing
processes or large-scale overturning between the northern and
southern hemispheres. This difference cannot be explained by
radiative processes alone, but can be introduced via mechan-
ical forcing based on Jupiter’s zonal-wind field (e.g. Conrath
et al., 1990). Latitudinal thermal contrasts measured by CIRS
and TEXES in Fig. 15 were used to investigate how the zonal
jet system varies above the cloud-tops in Fig. 20. We used the
latitudinal gradients in the CIRS and TEXES T (p, ψ) cross sec-
tions (where ψ is the latitude, p is the pressure) to calculate the
two-dimensional wind-field u(p, ψ) above the cloud tops via the
thermal-wind equation(Andrews et al., 1987):
f
∂u
∂ ln (p)
=
R
a
∂T
∂ψ
= R
∂T
∂y
= − f H ∂u
∂z
(2)
where y is the north-south distance, f is the Coriolis param-
eter f = 2Ωsin(ψ) depends on the planetary angular velocity
(Ω), R is the molar gas constant divided by the mean molar
weight of Jupiter’s atmosphere, a(ψ) is the latitude-dependent
planetary radius, and H is the scale height. We assume the
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Cassini-derived zonal velocities (Porco et al., 2003) are mea-
sured at 500-mbar and integrate the thermal-wind equation with
altitude. We present the windshear per scale height and the
thermal-wind cross-section in Fig. 20.
Propagation of temperature-retrieval uncertainties through
the thermal-wind equation is complex given that latitudinal
gradients magnify uncertainties. Fletcher et al. (2016) used
a Monte Carlo approach to demonstrate that uncertainties on
the zonal winds from CIRS inversions grow with altitude and
towards low latitudes, varying from ∼ 10 m/s near the mid-
latitude tropopause to hundreds of m/s in the equatorial strato-
sphere. Absolute winds shown in 2D u(p, ψ) figures like Fig. 20
should therefore be viewed qualitatively, showing the switch-
ing directions of the winds and hemispheric asymmetries. The
TEXES and CIRS zonal-mean wind fields show similar prop-
erties, including oscillatory equatorial structure associated with
Jupiter’s QQO and an asymmetry between the mid-latitude jet
systems.
Section 5.1 demonstrated the stratospheric thermal contrasts
associated with the QQO were more subdued in 2014 than
2000, and this is confirmed by Fig. 20. Both the CIRS and
TEXES winds reveal alternating regions of positive and neg-
ative windshear above the prograde cloud-top jets at ±7◦ lati-
tude, with the strong positive shear near 10-mbar in 2000 lead-
ing to the fast prograde stratospheric jet identified by Flasar
et al. (2004b). This windshear has evolved in the intervening
14 years so that this jet now covers a broader vertical range,
coinciding with a weaker positive windshear in the 10-50 mbar
region. This confirms the suggestion (Read et al., 2006b; Flasar
et al., 2004b) that the stratospheric jet is somewhat transient.
The reversal of the winds with altitude is exactly what is ex-
pected for the QQO. However, as the vertical resolution of the
CIRS and TEXES data differ due to the different spectral cov-
erage and spectral resolution, quantitative studies of the QQO
temporal evolution will require long-term observations using
the same instrument.
Finally, we note that mid-latitude (±20 to ±60◦) wind fields
are asymmetric between the two hemispheres. In the south,
prograde jets experience weaker shear and persist to low pres-
sures (i.e., they are relatively barotropic), whereas the northern
jets are divided into two categories - those that are barotropic
between 20 − 40◦N and those that vary substantially with alti-
tude poleward of 40◦N. We observe these qualitative trends in
both the CIRS and TEXES winds in Fig. 20c-d, suggesting an
asymmetry that remains stable with time. A similar asymme-
try was notable in the thermal-wind derivations of Read et al.
(2006b). This asymmetric wind field could result in asymmet-
ric forcing of the upper tropospheric and stratospheric circu-
lation patterns, or the efficiency of vertical wave propagation
and mixing, which would ultimately influence the distribution
of PH3 and the hydrocarbons. However, we caution the reader
that neither the CIRS nor TEXES windshear maps in Fig. 20a-b
has the latitudinal resolution to resolve all of the narrow belts
and zones in Jupiter’s temperate regions so that the shear may
be underestimated (the shear only varies between ±5 m/s/scale
height outside of the tropics). Nevertheless, Fig. 20 demon-
strates that TEXES observations at multiple epochs could di-
agnose changes in the windshear with time, particularly those
associated with belt/zone upheavals, the QQO, and long-term
(seasonal?) changes in Jupiter’s stratosphere.
6. Discussion: Discrete Regions
Having demonstrated that temperatures, composition and
aerosols retrieved from the TEXES and CIRS datasets are qual-
itatively and quantitatively consistent, we can use the retrieved
TEXES maps to investigate the thermal structure and composi-
tion associated with discrete regions on Jupiter. Fig. 21 com-
pares the retrieved tropospheric temperature, ammonia, phos-
phine and aerosols to near-simultaneous images in visible light
and at 5 µm, allowing us to focus on two regions - the Great
Red Spot and the plumes and hotspots on the prograde NEBs
jet.
6.1. Great Red Spot and Oval BA
These two red anticyclones were the two largest vortices on
Jupiter in 2014, even though Oval BA appears to have paled in
the years since its formation (Simon-Miller et al., 2006a). Both
are cold-core features, consistent with air rising and cooling
adiabatically at the top of the anticyclone, although the spatial
resolution of the IRTF does not resolve the cyclonic warm cen-
tre of the GRS that was discovered in higher-resolution imaging
(Choi et al., 2007; Fletcher et al., 2010b). Both tropospheric
aerosols and phosphine are notably enhanced within the GRS
compared to the surroundings (Fig. 21d-f, which leads to dark
cloudy regions when viewed at 5-µm (Fig. 21c). A peripheral
ring of subsidence is responsible for the low aerosol opacities in
Fig. 21f and the darker colours in the visible-light images, and
may physically separate the internal red aerosols from the white
aerosols of the STropZ. The PH3 and aerosol distributions are
consistent with previous Cassini/CIRS analyses (Fletcher et al.,
2010b), and marks a significant improvement compared to pre-
vious spectroscopic studies (Griffith et al., 1992; Lara et al.,
1998). The latter study used IRTF/IRSHELL spectroscopy (the
predecessor to TEXES) in 1991 (Lara et al., 1998),but did not
detect PH3 variations across the GRS.
The spatial distribution of NH3 across the Great Red Spot
is complex (Griffith et al., 1992; Sada et al., 1996; Lara et al.,
1998; Achterberg et al., 2006). CIRS and ground-based results
previously suggested a north-south asymmetry, with ammonia
elevated at the northern edge and depleted across the warm
southern region that extended well into the STropZ and STB
(Fletcher et al., 2010b). This asymmetry is confirmed by the
NH3 map at 500 mbar in Fig. 21e and by the CIRS map in
Fig. 19a. Unlike phosphine and aerosols, ammonia is not en-
hanced within the GRS, meaning that the vortex structure does
not stand out in the NH3 map. Furthermore, we do not see
substantial enhancements in NH3 in the turbulent wake to the
northwest of the GRS, which is one of the few locations on the
planet to host spectroscopically-identifiable NH3 ice (Baines
et al., 2002).
At 400 mbar, Fig. 21 shows that the GRS has a warm
southern periphery that coincides with depleted NH3 gas and a
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(a) CIRS Windshear [m/s/Scale Height]
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(c) CIRS Thermal Wind [m/s]
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(d) TEXES Thermal Wind [m/s]
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Figure 20: Zonal-mean cross-sections of the zonal windshear (top row) and thermal-wind (bottom row) from CIRS (left) and TEXES (right). Contours of windshear
are shown every 5 m/s/scale-height; contours of the thermal-wind are shown every 20 m/s. The equatorial region is omitted as the thermal-wind equation greatly
magnifies uncertainties in the winds at low latitudes. Vertical dashed lines show the location of prograde zonal jets measured at the cloud-tops by Porco et al. (2003).
Solid black contours in panels c and d show the transition from retrograde flow (dotted contours) to prograde flow (solid contours).
break in the 5-µm-bright peripheral ring (previously reported by
Fletcher et al., 2010b). However, this southern warm anomaly
(SWA) does not apparently coincide with elevated aerosols at
the ∼ 800-mbar level or any discrete features in the visible-light
images, suggesting that a deeper aerosol population (possibly
the NH4SH cloud) is responsible for this feature. Both the SWA
and the NH3-enhancement north of the vortex could be related
to the north-south ‘tilt’ of the GRS deduced from visible cloud
tracking (Simon-Miller et al., 2002). Furthermore, the ∼ 800-
mbar aerosol population (Fig. 21f) appears to occupy a smaller
area than this deeper cloud layer sensed at 5 µm (Fig. 21c),
possibly suggesting that the GRS area is larger at these deeper
pressures. Stratosphere-sensitive TEXES maps (Fig. 16a-b)
confirm that the temperature and composition anomalies are re-
stricted to the troposphere. Finally, although the GRS tempera-
tures, phosphine and aerosols do appear to be more circular in
2014 than 2000, consistent with the longitudinal shrinkage de-
scribed by Simon et al. (2015), we caution the reader that such
an inter comparison should really be done with the same instru-
ment. Quantitative assessments of the GRS changes over time
will be the subject of a future study.
Oval BA does show temperature and aerosol contrasts in Fig.
21, with the cooler and high-opacity interior surrounded by a
ring of peripheral warming due to subsidence, but it does not
show contrast in PH3 and NH3 at this spatial resolution. The
warm periphery is co-located with darker clouds in the visi-
ble light images. Smaller anticyclones, such as the white ovals
near 40◦S and the white oval embedded at the northern edge
of the NEB near 280◦W (known as ‘White Spot Z’) are only
barely visible as low-radiance features in Figs. 2-5 (i.e., cold-
cored anticyclones), and these contrasts are insufficient to re-
trieve temperature or compositional variability associated with
these features. Spectroscopy at higher spatial resolutions will
be required to diagnose their properties.
6.2. Equatorial plumes and hotspots
The TEXES zonal-means in Figs. 14-18 confirm that
Jupiter’s equatorial troposphere (between the prograde NEBs
and SEBn jets at 7.1◦N and 6.8◦S) is characterised by cold tem-
peratures and elevated PH3, NH3 and aerosol opacity. Closer
inspection of the equatorial region in Fig. 21 and Fig. 19 re-
veals some of the longitudinal variability associated with this
equatorial enhancements. The slight northward bias of the NH3
zonal-mean is a result of a series of NH3-rich regions between
0 − 7◦N in the EZ, which have little counterpart in either the
visible or infrared aerosol distributions. These plumes appear
to be to the south of the NEBs jet in Fig. 21e, with correspond-
ing NH3-depleted regions to the northwest (centred on 10◦N)
in a regular wave pattern (the so-called ‘hotspots’ associated
with the equatorial Rossby wave pattern, Allison, 1990; Ortiz
et al., 1998; Friedson, 1999). Surprisingly, the 400-mbar tem-
perature map reveals that that depleted NH3 regions are near to
regions of cold temperatures of around 130 K (consistent with
the 470-mbar temperatures encountered by the Galileo probe as
it entered one of these anomalous regions, Seiff et al., 1998).
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(a) Temperatures at 400 mbar [K] (b) Visible Light Images
(c) 5 µm Emission (d) Phosphine at 500 mbar [ppm]
(e) Ammonia at 500 mbar [ppm] (f ) Aerosol Opacity
Figure 21: Spatial maps of temperature, clouds and composition in the vicinity of Jupiter’s Great Red Spot, Oval BA and equatorial plumes and hotspots, retrieved
at the highest spatial resolution allowed by the TEXES dataset (a 1 × 1◦ grid, a factor of two improvement compared to the global maps in Fig. 16 and 19).
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Close inspection of the vertical temperature profiles suggests
that these ‘cold anomalies’ exist in the 300-600 mbar range.
However, the cold anomalies are not precisely co-located
with either the EZ plumes or the NEB hotspots. Taking one
plume-hotspot pair as an example, we find the strongest NH3
depletion at 10◦N, 118◦W; the coldest temperatures at 8◦N,
115◦W; and the peak of an NH3 plume at 2 − 4◦N, 105◦W.
As all TEXES channels used to perform these retrievals were
taken within a few minutes of one another, longitudinal offsets
due to zonal motion would have been negligible. Comparing
the temperature and ammonia maps with the 5-µm emission in
Fig. 21c, we observe that the cold anomalies and NH3 dry spots
sit slightly west of the brightest 5-µm emission (9◦N, 111◦W),
and that they are co-located with the visibly-dark albedo struc-
tures on the NEBs jet. This longitudinal offset is consistent with
the westward tilt with height of the bright emission features ob-
served in Fig. 4 (although such offsets were only apparent over
a limited longitude range). The equatorial NH3 gas plumes are
found in the same 2−7◦N band of spectroscopically-identifiable
NH3 ice detected by Galileo/NIMS (mean latitude of 6◦N, ap-
proximately 1.5−3.0◦ south of the bright hotspots, Baines et al.,
2002), suggesting that the ice is condensing on powerful equa-
torial updrafts and that these updrafts cause the elevated zonal-
mean NH3 at the equator. Interestingly, the westward offset be-
tween the NEB hotspots and the EZ plumes was also observed
in the near-infrared by Baines et al. (2002).
This rather complex pattern of equatorial plumes and sinking
hotspots confirms our earlier suggestions based on inspection of
the TEXES radiance (Section 2.2) - the hotspots associated with
the NEBs Rossby wave may be sheared westward as a function
of altitude. The zonal winds in Fig. 20 indicate strong west-
ward shear on the eastward NEBs jet, so that channels sounding
higher altitudes might see contrasts displaced westward com-
pared to deeper-sounding channels. Furthermore, the descent
profile of the Galileo probe (Atkinson et al., 1998) showed an
increase in the prograde velocity from the 1-bar level to the 2-
bar level of 40-50 m/s, consistent with hotspots at 5 µm (gaps in
the NH4SH cloud) being displaced eastward compared to those
observed at 10 µm (gaps in the NH3 cloud). Vertical westward
tilts are expected for equatorially-trapped Rossby waves but not
for Kelvin waves (e.g., Section 4.7 of Andrews et al., 1987).
Both wave types could be driven by large-scale convective mo-
tions near the equator, potentially associated with the ammonia-
rich plumes identified here. Higher spatial resolution simulta-
neous observations from larger telescopes will be necessary to
confirm these longitudinal offsets, and temporal studies will be
needed to understand the shear on the hotspots as a function of
altitude.
7. Conclusions
This paper reports on the development of a long-term mid-
infrared Jupiter observing programme using the TEXES spec-
trograph on the IRTF. The programme is designed to globally
map Jupiter’s temperatures, composition and aerosol opacity
at frequent intervals preceding and during the Juno mission to
Jupiter (2016-2018). We use one example of a global TEXES
map from December 2014 to show that the spatial and spec-
tral resolution of this new archive of mid-infrared spectroscopy
can surpass the quality of mid-IR maps acquired by Cassini
during its close flyby of Jupiter in December 2000. An op-
timal estimation spectral retrieval algorithm (NEMESIS) was
used to simultaneously model eight TEXES spectral channels
spanning the N and Q bands at moderate spectral resolution
(0.06-0.5 cm−1, R ∼ 2000 − 12000). These inversions allow
us to map temperatures and windshears in three dimensions,
along with two-dimensional distributions of ammonia, phos-
phine, tropospheric aerosol opacity, ethane and acetylene for
comparison with Jupiter’s banded structure and discrete phe-
nomena observed in visible-light imaging.
Reduction and modelling of multiple spectral image cubes
over two full nights of observing posed a significant challenge,
primarily due to variations in the radiometric calibration as a
function of time. A comparison of the zonal-mean TEXES ob-
servations to those predicted based on Cassini’s infrared ob-
servations suggested systematic offsets of 0-8 K in brightness
temperature, depending on the channel. In order to achieve re-
alistic fits to all 8 channels, the spectra had to be globally scaled
to match the Cassini predictions, assuming that global changes
in Jupiter’s temperatures have not occurred over the interven-
ing 14 years. The required scaling appears to be related to the
TEXES calibration procedure (using the sky emission and a ref-
erence black card at the ambient temperature of the telescope)
and is worst where the sky is most transparent. Work is under-
way to better characterise the required radiometric corrections
and whether they vary with time. Unfortunately, the absolute
chemical abundances and their vertical gradients are strongly
sensitive to these imposed scale factors, meaning that we can
present only relative spatial variations across Jupiter. Neverthe-
less, those relative variations provide new insights into Jupiter’s
atmosphere, as outlined below.
1. Equatorial plumes and hotspots: Jupiter’s equatorial
troposphere is characterised by cold temperatures, ele-
vated aerosol opacity and local maxima in ammonia and
phosphine. Global maps of these parameters reveal that
ammonia enhancement occurs in localised plumes be-
tween the equator and the prograde NEBs jet at 7◦N, which
sit southeast of extreme NH3 depletion regions coincident
with cloud clearings in the 5-µm hotspots and dark re-
gions in visible images. Indeed, we demonstrate that the
hotspots are detectable throughout the M and N bands (and
possibly also in Q). Upwelling in the plumes and subsi-
dence in adjacent hotspots are consistent with the pres-
ence of an equatorial wave on the NEBs, and this is the
first time that such activity has been studied in the mid-
infrared. Furthermore, the use of a broad spectral range
sampling multiple altitudes suggests that the ‘hotspots’ tilt
westward with increasing altitude, consistent with the neg-
ative shear on the prograde NEBs. Furthermore, PH3 is
also slightly enhanced in the northern region of the EZ
(creating a north-south asymmetry in the equatorial PH3
peak), although there is no direct correspondence with the
NH3 plumes. The equatorial asymmetry, with plume ac-
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tivity dominating the northern EZ, is likely driven by the
presence of the GRS in the SEB, preventing similar large-
scale Rossby wave activity on the prograde SEBn.
2. Tropospheric asymmetries: Zonal-mean tropospheric
temperatures and aerosol opacity varied between 2000 and
2014, potentially as a result of unpredictable upheavals of
the banded structure (Rogers, 1995; Sa´nchez-Lavega et al.,
2008; Fletcher et al., 2011b), but despite these changes
there appears to be a large-scale symmetry between the
northern and southern hemispheres. Between ±30◦ lati-
tude there is a good correspondence between cloudy zones
(the EZ, STropZ and NTropZ) and elevated PH3 and NH3
gas in both the CIRS and TEXES observations, consis-
tent with uplift in zones. When the cloud-tracked zonal
winds are extrapolated via the thermal-wind equation, we
find that the differing 2D wind fields in the northern and
southern hemispheres will mean that the efficiency of ver-
tical mixing, wave propagation and mechanical forcing
of higher-altitude circulations will differ between the two
hemispheres. This may be related to the other notable tro-
pospheric asymmetry: PH3 is enhanced at northern tem-
perate latitudes compared to southern temperate latitudes
(a region we refer to as the ‘northern plateau’), and this en-
hancement was present in both 2000 and 2014 (early and
late northern summer, respectively). It is an open ques-
tion as to whether this asymmetry is permanent or evolves
with season, either due to enhanced photolytic shielding
from aerosols/NH3 or stronger vertical mixing in the north
versus the south.
3. Stratospheric circulation: The equatorial stratosphere
is controlled by the 4.2-year cycle of the QQO (Leovy
et al., 1991), although the vertical oscillations of the tem-
perature/wind fields and the contrast between the equator
and ±10◦ latitude were both more subdued in 2014 than
in 2000, confirming the findings of Simon-Miller et al.
(2006b) that the amplitude of the oscillations changes over
time. 5-mbar temperatures featured a local maximum at
the equator in 2000 and 2014 (3.5 QQO cycles apart), 1-
mbar temperatures featured a local minimum. Away from
the equator, two broad bands of warmer temperature ex-
ist between ±15 − 40◦ latitude in the 1-5 mbar region.
The northern band appeared warmer than the southern
band in both epochs, although the majority of the warming
in 2014 was associated with a well-defined stratospheric
wave (15 − 20◦ wavelength over a limited sector of the
planet). C2H2 was also elevated in the northern band
and depleted towards both poles, whereas C2H6 shows a
general equator-to-pole rise and a distinct ’plateau’ near
the northern mid-latitudes. Both species are therefore en-
riched in the northern hemisphere in both epochs, and we
speculate that this asymmetry is driven by dynamics rather
than the small seasonal cycle. As in the troposphere, this
could result from a difference in the efficiency of vertical
mixing between the northern and southern stratospheres,
driven by the different zonal wind fields. A greater propen-
sity for stratospheric wave activity in the north could serve
to mix the hydrocarbons down from their source regions at
microbar pressure levels. Indeed, both species show lon-
gitudinal variability that could be related to wave activity.
Alternatively, it may result from a large-scale interhemi-
spheric transport from the south to the north during the
summer season (i.e., advection, rather than mixing). Dis-
tinguishing mid-latitude mixing from stratospheric advec-
tion will require tracking these hydrocarbon distributions
over a full seasonal cycle.
4. Giant vortices: The spatial resolution of the IRTF is
lower than that of 8-m facilities used in previous photo-
metric imaging studies (Fletcher et al., 2010b; de Pater
et al., 2010), but TEXES brings the substantial advantage
of spatially-resolved spectroscopy. This allows us to con-
firm the elevated PH3 and aerosol opacity within the cold
Great Red Spot, and to show that the distribution of NH3
is more enhanced over the northern part of the GRS than
over the south. Both Oval BA and the GRS have warm
southern peripheries that coincide with high 5-µm opacity
and a break in the peripheral rings of atmospheric subsi-
dence. These southern warm anomalies (SWAs) do not
have counterparts in visible-light imaging (i.e., they do
not appear to affect the upper tropospheric aerosols), and
may be related to a north-south tilt in these giant anticy-
clones. Smaller anticyclones, such as White Oval Z em-
bedded in the NEB, show subtle temperature contrasts and
cold cores, but no notable signatures in the composition or
aerosol maps.
5. Polar Vortices: Jupiter’s polar vortices, poleward of the
highest latitude jets near 66 − 68◦ in both hemispheres,
are challenging to observe from Earth due to the small
obliquity. Nevertheless, the atmospheric temperatures and
composition undergo a distinct change at high latitudes.
Tropopause and lower stratospheric temperatures show a
marked drop poleward of ±50◦ suggestive of cold po-
lar vortices, potentially due to enhanced radiative cool-
ing from polar aerosols (Zhang et al., 2015). However,
tropospheric aerosol opacity reaches a minimum poleward
of ±50◦, whereas the population of stratospheric aerosols
and hazes appear to increase (e.g., Zhang et al., 2013b),
potentially in relation to the unusual chemistry occur-
ring in proximity to the powerful jovian aurorae. PH3
shows a subtle enhancement that is more prominent in
the north than in the south, acetylene is depleted pole-
ward of ±50◦ whereas C2H6 shows a strong enhance-
ment, and there are no apparent changes in the distri-
bution of NH3 as we enter the polar region. The po-
lar ethane enhancement may be due to the downwelling
branch of a large-scale equator-to-pole circulation pat-
tern, superimposed onto the mid-latitude dynamic activ-
ity. Alternatively, poorly-understood auroral-related ion
chemistry could serve to enhance C2H6 (but not C2H2) at
Jupiter’s high latitudes. The northern polar vortex also fea-
tures the stratospheric hotspot driven by a combination of
Joule heating, direct energy input and aerosol heating be-
neath the main auroral oval (Sinclair et al., 2016), with en-
hanced emission from all hydrocarbon features suggestive
of high temperatures and (potentially) enhanced photo-
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chemical production there. Higher spatial resolutions will
ultimately be required to map thermochemical contrasts at
the edges of Jupiter’s polar vortices more precisely, com-
bined with the eagerly anticipated results from the polar-
orbiting Juno mission in 2016.
The primary purpose of this paper has been to demonstrate
the capabilities of TEXES for providing thermal-infrared sci-
entific discoveries that can rival those of previous spacecraft
missions. The December 2014 observations are a snapshot of a
larger infrared spectroscopic archive that will span from 2012
to the epoch of the Juno mission, allowing us to track belt/zone
variability, changes to giant anticyclones, equatorial plume and
wave phenomena, stratospheric circulation patterns and wave
activity over the course of time. We hope that the circulation
patterns deduced from this long-term record will inform the
next generation of numerical dynamical models and allow us
to better understand the redistribution of material and energy
within Jupiter’s atmosphere.
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Table A.4: Observations on December 8th 2014. ’Lo’ and ’Med’ refer to the spectral resolution settings.
File ID Date Time [UT] Wavenumber Mode Total time Airmass Longitude
[cm−1] [s]
4011 14-12-08 10:19:36.100 1248 med 688.34 2.387 253.9
4018 14-12-08 11:36:41.050 1248 med 680.34 1.472 300.4
4029 14-12-08 13:24:06.400 1248 med 680.34 1.079 5.4
4030 14-12-08 13:42:04.700 538 med 300.19 1.051 16.2
4031 14-12-08 13:48:15.300 587 med 318.19 1.043 19.9
4032 14-12-08 13:54:33.100 744 med 318.19 1.035 23.7
4033 14-12-08 14:00:25.700 819 med 318.19 1.029 27.2
4034 14-12-08 14:03:38.150 819 med 318.19 1.026 29.2
4035 14-12-08 14:10:22.350 1248 med 354.22 1.021 33.3
4036 14-12-08 14:18:45.250 960 low 318.19 1.015 38.4
4037 14-12-08 14:24:19.850 901 low 318.19 1.012 41.7
4038 14-12-08 14:30:26.850 1161 low 318.19 1.009 45.4
4039 14-12-08 14:42:44.250 2137 med 680.34 1.005 52.8
4040 14-12-08 14:52:53.300 538.5 med 609.19 1.004 59.0
4041 14-12-08 15:00:48.250 587 med 318.19 1.004 63.7
4042 14-12-08 15:05:59.500 587 med 318.19 1.005 66.9
4043 14-12-08 15:10:02.350 744 med 318.19 1.006 69.4
4044 14-12-08 15:16:03.950 819 med 318.19 1.008 73.0
4046 14-12-08 15:26:03.600 1248 med 354.22 1.013 79.0
4047 14-12-08 15:34:10.550 960 low 318.19 1.019 84.0
4048 14-12-08 15:39:52.300 901 low 318.19 1.023 87.4
4049 14-12-08 15:46:38.900 1161 low 318.19 1.029 91.5
4051 14-12-08 15:58:06.100 2137 med 372.82 1.042 98.4
4052 14-12-08 16:05:40.050 538 med 336.79 1.051 103.0
4053 14-12-08 16:11:11.000 538 med 336.79 1.059 106.3
4054 14-12-08 16:17:05.400 586 med 336.79 1.068 109.8
4055 14-12-08 16:23:08.800 744 med 336.79 1.078 113.6
4056 14-12-08 16:29:10.400 819 med 336.79 1.090 117.3
4057 14-12-08 16:35:55.700 1248 med 354.22 1.103 121.4
4058 14-12-08 16:44:38.400 960 low 313.39 1.122 126.6
4059 14-12-08 16:47:49.100 960 low 313.39 1.130 128.6
4060 14-12-08 16:53:18.301 901 low 313.39 1.144 131.9
4061 14-12-08 16:59:19.900 1161 low 313.39 1.160 135.5
4062 14-12-08 17:07:10.850 2137 med 372.82 1.183 140.2
4063 14-12-08 17:14:31.650 538 med 318.19 1.207 144.6
4064 14-12-08 17:20:02.600 538 med 318.19 1.226 148.0
4065 14-12-08 17:25:44.400 587 med 318.19 1.247 151.2
4066 14-12-08 17:32:13.000 744 med 318.19 1.272 155.3
4067 14-12-08 17:38:18.200 819 med 318.19 1.298 159.0
4068 14-12-08 17:45:07.500 1248 med 354.22 1.329 163.1
4069 14-12-08 17:52:56.650 960 low 318.19 1.369 167.8
4070 14-12-08 17:58:45.600 901 low 318.19 1.400 171.4
4071 14-12-08 18:05:26.800 1161 low 318.19 1.440 175.4
4072 14-12-08 18:13:10.750 2137 med 372.82 1.489 180.2
4073 14-12-08 18:20:28.250 538 med 318.19 1.541 184.5
4074 14-12-08 18:25:57.500 587 med 318.19 1.583 187.8
4075 14-12-08 18:31:53.650 744 med 318.19 1.632 191.4
4076 14-12-08 18:37:30.050 819 med 318.19 1.682 196.3
4077 14-12-08 18:44:40.050 960 low 318.19 1.753 199.2
4078 14-12-08 18:50:12.850 901 low 318.19 1.812 202.4
4079 14-12-08 18:56:37.850 1161 low 318.19 1.888 206.3
4080 14-12-08 19:04:32.800 2137 med 318.19 1.992 211.3
4081 14-12-08 19:07:36.050 2137 med 372.82 2.036 213.0
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Table A.5: Observations on December 9th 2014. ’Low’ and ’Med’ refer to the spectral resolution settings.
File ID Date Time [UT] Wavenumber Mode Total time Airmass Longitude
[cm−1] [s]
5020 14-12-09 11:42:09.500 1248 med 354.22 1.414 90.7
5037 14-12-09 13:29:45.100 1248 med 354.22 1.063 155.4
5038 14-12-09 13:37:00.500 538 med 318.19 1.052 160.3
5039 14-12-09 13:42:53.100 587 med 318.19 1.044 163.3
5040 14-12-09 13:48:56.500 744 med 318.19 1.037 166.9
5041 14-12-09 13:54:38.300 819 med 318.19 1.031 170.5
5042 14-12-09 14:00:51.450 1248 med 354.22 1.025 174.2
5043 14-12-09 14:08:55.800 960 low 318.19 1.019 179.0
5044 14-12-09 14:14:30.500 901 low 318.19 1.015 182.6
5045 14-12-09 14:20:28.500 1161 low 318.19 1.012 186.3
5046 14-12-09 14:28:16.400 2137 med 372.82 1.008 191.1
5047 14-12-09 14:35:36.600 538 med 318.19 1.006 195.3
5048 14-12-09 14:41:09.450 587 med 318.19 1.005 199.0
5049 14-12-09 14:47:03.850 744 med 318.19 1.004 202.6
5050 14-12-09 14:52:38.450 819 med 318.19 1.004 205.6
5051 14-12-09 14:59:08.050 1248 med 354.22 1.005 209.9
5052 14-12-09 15:06:54.900 960 low 318.19 1.007 214.1
5053 14-12-09 15:12:31.300 901 low 318.19 1.009 217.7
5054 14-12-09 15:18:27.500 1161 low 318.19 1.011 221.3
5055 14-12-09 15:23:49.500 1161 low 318.19 1.014 224.4
5056 14-12-09 15:33:16.250 2137 med 372.82 1.021 230.4
5057 14-12-09 15:40:30.400 538 med 336.79 1.027 234.6
5058 14-12-09 15:46:19.350 587 med 336.79 1.033 238.3
5059 14-12-09 15:52:26.350 744 med 318.19 1.040 241.9
5060 14-12-09 15:58:04.600 819 med 318.19 1.046 245.5
5061 14-12-09 16:04:22.650 1248 med 354.22 1.055 249.1
5062 14-12-09 16:12:16.500 960 low 318.19 1.067 254.0
5063 14-12-09 16:17:43.850 901 low 318.19 1.076 257.0
5064 14-12-09 16:23:34.650 1161 low 318.19 1.086 260.6
5065 14-12-09 16:31:02.700 2137 med 372.82 1.101 265.5
5066 14-12-09 16:38:32.450 538 med 318.19 1.117 269.7
5067 14-12-09 16:44:19.650 587 med 318.19 1.131 273.3
5068 14-12-09 16:50:30.200 744 med 318.19 1.147 277.0
5069 14-12-09 16:56:12.000 819 med 318.19 1.162 280.6
5070 14-12-09 17:02:25.900 1248 med 354.22 1.181 284.2
5076 14-12-09 18:02:32.250 2137 med 372.82 1.446 320.5
5078 14-12-09 18:14:08.100 538 med 318.19 1.523 327.7
5079 14-12-09 18:19:46.300 587 med 318.19 1.565 330.8
5080 14-12-09 18:25:49.700 744 med 318.19 1.614 334.4
5081 14-12-09 18:31:26.150 819 med 318.19 1.663 338.0
5082 14-12-09 18:37:37.350 1248 med 354.22 1.721 341.6
5086 14-12-09 19:03:34.200 2137 med 372.82 2.035 357.4
5087 14-12-09 19:10:54.900 538 med 318.19 2.149 1.6
5088 14-12-09 19:16:33.100 587 med 318.19 2.248 5.2
5089 14-12-09 19:22:38.300 744 med 318.19 2.366 8.8
40
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